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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

WHY TAKECHANCES
to Rice A Tyler,
Tbe safe belonging
who bad an office in tbe
piano dealers,
now destroyed, was opened
onbara block,
contents found degUurday and ita

When $3.00 per year
will

of tbe Sterna Lumber Co.
and it was
VU opened Monday morning,
contents were all de(oond that the
•
•
•
•
•
itroyed. The loea to
Tbe vault

Bangor Commertcal.

taking.
you Absolute Protection Ashpoint, Mb:

assure

O A Crockett—Boat lost.
Bbooklin:
Judson E Freethey—Caution notice.
Montpblibb, Vt:
Vermont Mutual Fire insurance Co
Statement.
Boston:
18 Johnson A Co—Johnson’s Anodyne liniment.

for your valuables in the

itroyed.

—

Peters A Knowlton—Honse for rent.
John W Bean—In bankruptcy.
J A Haynes—Cash-down store.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

*

*

*

•

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

NEW

Fire and Burglar-Proof
Vaults of the

NATIONAL.
BURRILL OF

—

BANK,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLLSWOBTH POBVOPP1CB.
In
June 26% 1911.

ELLSWORTH.
private Rooms for Box Renters.
Inspection Invited.
Hours: 9 to 4. Set. 9 to 1. Call
to-day.

~

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Fbom W bbt—*6.66, (11.16 a m; 4.26, §6.18 p
Fbom East—12.22,6.86 and 11.07 p m.

m.

MAIL OLOSBS AT POBTOPPICB.

Safeguarding
it

quite

Going Wbbt—11.46
Going East—6.80 a

Your Valuables

important as acquiring the valuables
in the first place. Our modern ^afe Deposit
Vaults offer juat the sort of protection YOUR
valuable papers, etc., deserve; you will find them
conveniently available, even though you do not

hour before mail closes,
*Daily, Sunday included.
(Daily, except
Monday, t Daily, except Saturday. § Dally,
except Sunday, Sunday at 6.49.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

are

Mr. Justice King is holding court at
Belfast.
There will be a dance at the hall of Bayside grange next Friday evening.
Mrs. Frank Lewis, of Everett, Mass., is
visiting her brother, F. B. Aiken.

Bangor. Maine.
at

m.

an

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
Branch?,

m; 18.56, *5 and *9 p
8.56 and 6.45 p m.

m;

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

at

live in town with us; and box rentals here
certainly modest. Ask for details.

a

Old Town, Much I us and Dexter

E. J. Laffin, of Berlin, N. H., is the guest
of his cousin, Dr. J. T. McDonald.
There will be a rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus to-raorrow evening
at Society hall.
Miss Olive Davis been
engaged as
teacher of the school at Beechland, which

opened Monday.
Dr. Q. C. Gardner,
guest over Sunday
Harry L. Crabtree.

Co. D., First Maine Cavalry.
Bangor, was the
Co. D., of the fighting 1st Maine cavalry,
of his son-in-law,
held its annnal reunion in Ellsworth
yesterday. This small company of veteCol. C. C. Burrill and wife and F. C.
rans, mostly from Washington and HanBurrill and wife took an automobile trip cock
counties, have preserved their organithrough Aroostook county last week.
zation and each year get together fora
Fred W. Hogging, who is working at reunion. There were only eight of the
his trade of machinist in New'York, is old members of the company here yesterspending his vacation here.
day, others being kept away by the rain.
There will be a sociable at the Metho- Those present were W. H. Ayers, Chardist church parlors to-morrow evening, lotte; W. B. Grant, Orland; Edwin M.
under the auspices of the Merrymakers.
Higgins, Mt. Desert; Isaac L. Richardson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and Miss Stella Buck sport; A. R. Devereux, Lamoine;
Nathaniel Bowden, Bluehill; Samuel E.
Tracy have closed their home in Hancock
and returned to Ellsworth for the winter. Griffin, West Pembroke; Joseph N. Harriman, Orland. Mrs. Devereux, Mrs. HigMrs. Harry L. Crabtree and her sister,
gins and Mrs. Bowden accompanied their
Mrs. Fullerton Merrill, arrived this mornhusbands.
ing from Boston, where they have been
Dinner was served by C. R. Cirone at his
visiting.
hotel at noon. In addition to the eight
Miss Margaret King is in Rockland vis- members of the company
present and
iting friends, before going to Lowell, the three ladies, four honorary members
will
as
where
Bhe
enter
Hall
Rogers
Mass.,
were at the dinner—A. W. Curtis, B. F.
a student.
Gray, William Small and Irving Osgood.
In the afternoon a business meeting was
Lejok lodge will work the initiatory deheld at Grand Army hall. Officers were
gree at its meeting next Friday evening.
It is desired that a large attendance of elected as follows:
President, W. H.
members be present.
Ayers; first vice-president, W. B. Grant;
Miss Bernice Eldridge is the gueBt of second vice-president, Edwin M. Higgins;
Miss Carrie RusBell at Warren. From secretary, A. R. Devereux; treasurer,
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Buick and Cadillac
11

the two makes of cars for which we are the
selling
rhe Iratuns of these cars are such that no
intending
should tail to become familiar with them. tVe are
prepared to show every detail.
•
me

e

user

cosv PL

e+E

LINE OF" LIGHT

DELIVERY TRUCKS

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

there she will go to
visit of a few weeks.

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do

good

repairing with all speed.

to be sure;
it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

employed through the summer.
Edward E. Brady and Patrick E. Kearns
have been drawn as traverse jurors to
beea

C. W. & F. L. MASON
AGENTS,

=

GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL. ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story bouse, slied and large stable, all connected wltb etty water and electric
lights, and about 1 acre of Jaud. A bargain oo easy terms.

ELLSWORTH,

Always

I

in the Lead, Our 10c CIGARS

Asaeming that you do enjoy smoking a good cigar, we make
an offer to you that will appeal to the majority of Bankers.

For $3.40

we

{

will send you, carriage
a box of fifty cigars

free in the U. 8.,

These cigars are made by hand of a rich quality tobacco, long
Havana filler, broad leaf binder and wrapper. They may be had
In either Load re or Perfeeto shape and In light, dark or med-

|

[

ian shades.

|

Wichman

&

Welcome

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

DEPOSIT
OTronf
^RMTAURANT1"
Board by Day

Week.
Rooms to Reot.

_

or

Co.,

YOUR MONEY

FERNS for

House and Porch Decorations.
The pneent Is

good time to secure deelnble
»rn» at dlflerent
Ysrledes et
s

ELLSWORTH OREENHOUSE.
__Telephooe 48.

WITH TNI

OLD RBLIABLB

CLOTHINGS

0
0«od

DAVID FRIEND.
Work
Reasonable Prices

«»ln

Street,

Ask for the Dirls* Qlevee.

Ellsworth

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank—
In business 871-2 years and has
75 regular semi-annual dividends.

pa^d
t

BANKING ROOMS!

16 State Street,

week,

OFFICERS
John A. Peters, President >
Henry W. Cushman, VhJawPresldent
"
Henry H. Hiooins, Treasurer
M. Qallert, Secretary
DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cushmsn
Lucillus A. Emery
Myer Qallert
John H. Graham
Henry H. Gray

’Ellsworth, Me.

L. Elrie Holmes
John KT Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

convenes

/
f

:
\
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UNION TRUST COMPANY
i
Branch Fond Mill Sold.
Branch l*ond Lumber Co. baa sold
its mill at th^outlet of Branch pond, with
dam, flowage privileges and about 2,000
acres of tlmberland to Franklin A. Carleton, of Bangor.
It is unofficially reported that the property was bought in the interests of the
Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co., for
the purpose of securing control of the
Branch pond waters for storage purposes.
-During the extreme low water caused by
drought last year, the power company
several times found it necessary to ne!
gotiate with the lumber company for

attended, including
home at Togus.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

The

Melvin

Maes.,

are

Ayer and wife, of Roxbury,
guests of Henry R. Wood and

wife.
W. Ellis and wife have been in Monpast week, attending the Monroe

A.
roe

the

lair.
N. C. Ayer, of Bangor, waB here over
Sunday, the guest of W. H. Brown and

wife.

water.

Just what disposition will be made of
the mill property is not known.
Amherst Fair.
fair of the Northern Hancock Agricultural society will be
held at Amherst Tuesday and Wednesday
of next week.,
There will be horse-pulling, a baby
show, foot races and baseball. The
Browhie troupe will furnish entertainment, and there will be a merry-go-round
on the grounds.
The base ball game the first day will be
between East Holden and Eastbropk, and
on the Becond day between Sullivan and
The. nineteenth annual

Leon G. Flood was in Bangor from Saturday until Monday, the guest of W. B.
Cram and wife.
Miss Alice Clough came home Sunday
from Waltham, where she has spent a
week with her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
Jordan.
Mrs. W. H. Brown spent Thursday in
Cherryfield, where Mr. Brown is employed building a mill for A. L. Stewart &
Son.
Arthur W. Salsbury and wife and Frank
Haslam and wife, of Bar Harbor, were in

Bangor

over

Sunday, guests

of

Leroy

Haslam and wife.
Edward Flood and wife, of MclndoeB
Falls, N. H., who have been visiting Mr.
Flood’s parents, left Monday for Lowell,
Mass., where they will visit for a few dayB

returning home.
Rev. Orville J. Guptill returned on FriThere will be a dance both nights, with day of laBt week, bringing with him his
muBic by Monaghan’s orchestra. Th^ oldest son, who entered school on MonEllsworth Falls band will furnish music day. Mr. Guptill expects to move his famduring the day.
ily here in about a month.
before

Eddington.

West and wife, of Chehalis,
visiting Mrs. West's sister,
Mrs. Harriet Hastings. Mr. and Mrs. West
are juBt returning from a two months’
trip abroad and came here Friday from
Boston, where they have spent several days
with relatives.
William

North Ellsworth Fair.
The fair of the North Ellsworth Farmers’
club will be held Wednesday and Thursday of next week. The management promises a good lot of attractions, and there
is every indication of a fine agricultural
exhibit.
The races for the first day are threeminute class, purse f20; peg race and slow
race.
On the second day there will be a
2.30 class, purse |125; free-for-all purse,
flOO; peg race and slow race.
The officers of the club are James A.
Salisbury, president; H. F. Maddockp,
secretary; Alvin E. Maddocks, treasurer;
Francis MeGown and Arthur W. Clement,

Tuesday, Oct. 10.
trustees.
Zachariah Jelliaon, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived in Ellsworth last Friday, and tles in which the company participated
WEST ELLSWORTH.
stayed until Monday morning. His many during the war. Co. D. enlistments durhas gone to Blue hill to work
Ira
Carter
friends here were glad to greet him, and ing the war were 246, while the regiment
tor Elmer Fisk.
enlistments aggregated 3,226.
regret that his stay was so short.
Mrs. H. P. Carter is visiting her parents.
C. W. Grindal has purchased the George
Will Hardison and wife, at Sullivan.
Bluehill Man Killed.
W. Higgins house on Water street, and
North Bluehill, Sept. 19 (special)
Freda Sargent, of Ellsworth, was the
has moved there. Mrs. Higgins and Mr.
and Mrs. George Sinclair have moved to James L. Saunders, the oldest male resi- guest of her sister, Mrs. A. W. Buzzell,
dent ot Bluehill, was killed this morning recently.
the Fuller house on Central street.
stairs at his
a (all down the cellar
The B^itiet Sunday school wiU observe by
Maggie Hardison, who has been emhome. His neck was broken and death
by Mrs. Effie Tourtelotte, has reployed
Rally day next Sunday. All past and waB
probably instantaneous. No one wit- turned to Sullivan.
present members of the Sunday school nessed the
accident, the body being lound
will be oordially welcomed at the Rally
George W. Nevells and wife, with son
the family in the morning.
exercises at the regular Sunday school ser- by
of Bluehill, were guests of James
Mr. Sannders, who was nearly eighty- Austin,
vice.
and wife recently.
five years of age, had for some time been W. Carter
Mrs. John F. Whitcomb, who has been in the habit of
Wilbra Billings and wife, of Hallowell,
in a chair or on a
sleeping
ill lor some tune, was removed last Satur- couch. He had
eridently gene to the were guests of James W. Carter and wife
day to the medical division of the Eastern cellar way ssmetime in the night or early last week. They are now visiting Mrs.
Maine general hospital at Bangor. She
morning, and losing his balance pitched Billings’ brother, William Nevill^in Ellswas accompanied by her husband and Dr.
worth.
to the bottom of the etairs.
X. C. King.
Mr. Sannders was born In Penobscot,
Clarington J. Carter and wife are visitReuben 8. Hmlbert, of Franklin, and the son of Henry and Busan Saunders. ing Mr. Carter’s sister, Mrs. Lydia A.
of
E.
Ellsworth,
Mrs. Mary
Goodwin,
He leaves two daughters—Mrs. Deborah Booker, in Lynn, Mass. Before returning
were married Sunday evening at the heme
Stacy, of Boston, and Mrs. Emma Dahl^ they will visit Mr. Carter’s sister, Mrs.
on
Water
John
Mrs.
and
Shaw,
Mr.
of
ora Farrish, at Booth Berwick.
quist, of this place; lour sons—Harvey,
afreet. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Bap- of East Boston; Harry, of North Brooksofficiated.
of
and
this
DOLLABDfOWN.
tist church,
Howard,
ville; Janies
place,,
B. F. Stackpole is very 111 of blood
President H. B. Betey and Secretary Roy and two sisters-Mrs. Alice Framks, of
C. Haines, of the Ellsworth Merchants’ as- Milford, Mass., aad Mrs. D. P. Dunbar, of poisoning.
sociation will leave to-night for Portland this place.
Mrs. Emma Bodge spent the week-end
The funeral will held Thursday.
to attend the meeting of the State board of
with her mother, Mrs. Harriet Barron.
t
rade. They will extend an invitation to
Grace A. Carter has returned home from
the Btate board to meet here next March.
Not So Bad, After All.
Presque Isle, where she \dsited her sister,
An unofficial inspection of the ballots Mrs. Lena Moran,
and attended the
Juan T. Rosello, a former student at the
Ellsworth high school, after spending the cast in Ellsworth at the special elsction Northern Maine fair.
summer at his home in Porto Rico, has Sept. 11, indicates a loss of two tor the
been spending a week with Roy C. Haines Yes vote, making the total vote of the
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
in Ellsworth. He will/leave this after- city, according to this Inspection, Yes,
noon for Philadelphia, where he will enter 486; No. 147.
A. W> Nason is sinking his well several
The inspection was made last evening feet
Jefferson medical college.
deeper.
Pascal P. Gilmore
The usual services will be held at the by ex-State Treasurer
George Baker, of Bangor, is spending
of
O.
P.
and
Kiser
Mr.
Cunningham,
Judge
pueksMethodist churoh Sunday.
two weeks here visiting friends.
Hale handled the balwill speak in the morning on the topio, port. City Clerk
Mr. Mitchell, from Bar Harbor, is doing
lots.
in
the
and
“The Place of Temptation,”
work for H. F. Maddocks.
carpenter
Go
to
Men
Don’t
8
and
4
the ballots were
In wards 1,2,
evening, on: “WJiy
Maddocks left Wednesday
Harold
Mrs.
from
with
the
as
made
returns
prominent found to agree
ChurchT" Several replies
to join her husband at Fort FairQeld,
citizens will be considered. All are In- by the ward clerks. In wax£ 6, only 110
has employment.
Yes votes were found, instead of 112 as where he
vited.
Capt. McGrath, U. S. N., retired, of
J. E. Anderson is having an addition returned by the ward olerk.
Messrs. Gilmore and Cunningham left Boston, accompanied by his nurse, Mrs.
bnilt on his blacksmith shop—the Sinclair
for Bar Harbor, to inspect Margaret Hays, is boarding at Frank M.
shop on Franklin street—preparatory'to this morning
McGrath 'is recovering
j1
moving his business there from Water the Eden ballots. They are inspecting Moore’s. Capt.
from an attack of pneumonia.
street in a few weeks. George B. Ober, who the ballots throughout the county.
which

Albert E, Mace
Frank C. Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Spofford
O. W. Tajpley
John O. Whitney

_

visit to the soldiers’
It was voted to hold the company reunion here again in September, 1912.
Comrade Harriman had his battle cards
here, showing the 107 skirmishes and bata

Eugene Hale
W. A. Havey
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins

We Invite yon to become a depositor with The Union Trnst Company of Ellsworth. Yon have only to glance over the list of our officers and directors to
know that yonr money is safe nnder their supervision. The managers of this
institution are well known for their probity and business suocess You need
have no hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with yonr banking
business.

which he

—-

z2L- M*ln »nd Hancock Sta., Ellsworth

Laie, Beautiful

October term of the supreme

OF ELLSWORTH

Isaac L. Richardson.
The death during the year of one member of the company—Benjamin C. Morrill,
of Hampton Station, N. B., was reported.
Comrade Devereux gave an interesting
report of the regimental reunion at Augusta last

No. 38

UNION TRUST COMPANY

—

IV1AIME

....

at the

court,

8

insured;

Massachusetts fora

Percival Wescott, Harold Gould, Bryant
Moore and RuBsell Parker have returned
froaa Northeast Harbor, where they have

serve

“It is

The Ellsworth high school and thexomschools of the city proper and at
Ellsworth Falls opened Monday. At the
high school there was an entering class of
twenty-nine—the smallest for several
y<*r». Howard A. McLellan, of Princeton, is principal, and Thomas P. Packard,
of Honlton, is first assistant. Miss MabelleW: Brown, who served so efficiently
last year, is Becond assistant.
On .Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
this week an unusual novelty will be presented at the Bijou in addition to the
moving pictures. The “anvil trio” will
appear In an electric novelty musical act,
which will include a “musical typewriter”
and the playing on a large number of different instruments. The trio consists of
George and Helen Killam and W. K. Wilson.
Mr. Killam iB a half-brother of Rev.
P. A. A. Killam, of this city.
mon

of

j

atlKttittiiunt*.

is now occupying the Franklin street shop,
will move to the Water street shop to be
vacated by Mr. Anderson, which he has
pnrchased ot Morrison, Joy & Co.

Elwin Williams was arraigned in the
Ellsworth municipal court last week,
charged with violation of the game laws
of
trout.
by illegal transportation
Williams is employed by the contractor
of the up-river stage route, and occasionally drives the stage. Game wardens, in
searching the stage for game, which they
suspected was being transported for the
Bar Harbor market, found a trout which a
young lady who had been in camp up riyer
was Bending to her home in Ellsworth.
The trout was not properly tagged, or accompanied by the owner, and its conveyance was therefore a violation of the
game
laws. J udge Hall, in imposing the minimum fine of flO and costs, said that while
this was a technical violation of the law, it
was not in the class of violations which
the game wardens were active to prevent.
The execution of sentence as to payment
of fine was suspended on payment of coats.

) "75J2

■

Wash.,

are

MCOLIM.

Mrs. Susan Phillips, of East Bucksport,
is visiting relatives here.
Clement

and family, of Bar
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Minnie Hadeen, of Lowell, .Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary MadMahlon

Harbor,

are

docks.

Evelyn DeWitt, Hazel McGown, Alice
McGown and Carl Maddocks are attending the normal school at Castine.
I
Hoyt has finished his labors
pastor and has gone to his home in
Vermont for a short vacation. The people
voted to extend a call to Kev. O. G. GuptilJ, pastor at Ellsworth Falls.
John

here

as

The union sewing circle will meet at
the home of Mrs. Jenness McGown Wednesday, Sept. 20, and the church aid
society will meet at the home of Mrs.
Alvin Maddocks Thursday, Sept. 21.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH,

Friday, Sept. 22, at Eayside grange

hall

—Dance.

Saturday, Sej*. 23,

at

Dance.

Society

hall

—

FAIR DATES.

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.
21—Eden

20 and

fair.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 26 and 2T
—Amherst fair.
Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept.

28—North EllBworth fair.

27 and

Jflutual Benefit Column.

good time, each party went its way with
Mg bouquet of “Aunt Maria V* flowers,

3fnong tljt Granger*.

a

BDITBD BT “AMT MADC1".

ft* Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 24, 1911.
Topic.—A missionary Joureey around the
world.—IX. Missions In Africa—Acts vlU.
K-*). Edited by Bev. Shermen H. Doyle.
D. D.
Africa 1> the largest and the
needy mission field In (he world. It
is Indeed "Darkest Africa." In the
more civilized parts the population Is
predominantly Mohammedan, and the
opportunity and necessity for missionary work exist, but it Is especially
most

among the various native tribes that
there is the greatest need. In Africa
we find the lowest scale of humanity,
represented in such tribes as the Hottentots, bushmen and pygmies. Bnt
among them and the other native
tribes, such as the Zulus, the Kaffirs
and the negroes we find also the lowest moral and religious ideas and
forms of life.
The entire continent is therefore In
need of the gospel, and when we consider the greatness of its area and the
immensity of Its population we can
readily understand the vastDess of the
problem before the Christian church
In spreading the gospel among all the

people—
Where Afrlc's sunny fountains
Boll down their golden sand,

and the necessity of one’s doing all
that he can do if this great task is
ever to be accomplished.
Here also as nowhere else we see
the need of humble reliance upon the
power and spirit of God in all missionary work. When we think of Africa-dark, degraded, downtrodden—
we can but cry, “Who is sufficient for
these things?” And our only comfort
lies in the thought that “with God all

things are possible.”
.^Tljp picture of Africa's needs is
tainly a dark one. The natives

cerare

indolent, slavery still exists In degrading forms; intemperance abounds, and
it is a tad commentary upon Christian
that missionaries and rum
are carried (o Africa On>tbe same vessels; polygamy, with its kindred rices,
which, alas, are too often encouraged
manhood
by white men. Is

government

debasing

ami womanhood a„nd destroying marfiklfp 4pd family Ufa. When we add to
these gross immoralities Jht low Intelligence of the natives god the inferior
character of {heir religions beliefs. the
seen* dark aod unon the other hand,
there are some encouraging features.
The native* generally are receptive to
religions Impressions, they are hospitable to strangers, dodle and obedient and usually exceedingly kind. In

putlook certainly
promising. Yet,

places each missionary on arrival Is addressed with the title of
some

“father" and "mother," and the ties
between them become strong and often
tender. So that It is not Impossible for
the enlightening and beneficent Influences of Christianity to reach the baser
of African nature through
the more wnobllng ones and to over-

^Jginents
come

them

"Helpful and Hopeful."

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated (• the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to oe helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fsr the com
mot) use-* public servant. * purveyor of Information tad suggestion, a medium for the In

terchangeof ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communlcatWeis, and its auooeas depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Commur.lcatlons mast be signed, but the name of
writer will uot bt printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thb America*.
Ellsworth, Mu.
“Wait for the wagon.
Wait for the wagon,
Wait for the wagon.
And we’ll all take a ride."

So tang a portion of the M. B.’s. last
Thursday morning, Sept. 14, and a glorious morning it was, too.
The sun shone
brightly, the sir was filled with a glad
autumn crispneas, and outside everything
was grand. Inside the M. B.’s portals there
was a great
hurrying and cutting and
Such tender
flurrying and packing.
chickens, such handsome cakes, such
golden corn, such luscious pies as were
hidden away in baskets and boxes! Such
happy housewives as could be found in
Hancock connty on that Thursday morning! And all because the annual M. B.
reunion was to be held that day at
“Dell’s” handsome convenient home in

Surry.

—

Cold Roast Chicken
Cold Tongue
Chicken Loaf
Lamb Pie
Beef Pie
Sandwiches of various kinds
Qreen Corn
Cucumber Pickles
Yeast and Sour Milk Bread
Hot Rolls
Filled Cookies
Brambles Apple Puffs
Cheesecakes
Marble Cake
Nut Cake
Chocolate-Frosted Cake
Lemon, Apple, Cranberry, Mocha and
Chocolate Pie
Baked Apples—Cream
Hot Coffee
._

tonr.

Kev.' VwKat Chapman,

D. D.. has this to say at oat movement:
“The Influence of the Christian Enmovement
throughout the
deavor
world is always to be reckoned with,
and the name of the father of the society Is a household word everywhere.
He le loved as few men are loved.
When we have the final reckoning of
things In eternity we shall And that
no small part of the world’s conquest
Is attributed to the army of young
people stretching around the world and
holding as their motto ‘For Christ and
the church.'

Nuggets.
If Christian Endeavor means anything to us we must pass It on.—Mias
Lanbam.
Christian Endeavor has nothing to
apologize for.—A. J. Shartle.
The spirit of Christian Endeavor Is
“do." “give” and “go.”—Field Secretory Bottman.

that

more

The following
“Aunt Madge”:

letters

were

This column » devoted to the Grunge, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
Theoolamn is open to all grangers tor the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Maks letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bnt names will not be printed except by permission ot tbe writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

AFTER
7YEARS
SUFFERING

day.
read by

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sitters:
I have been wanting to tell yon what a
pleasure the column has been to me this summer, as I have been coaflned to the house
nearly all summer. For ten weeks have not
been able to comb my own hair, some weeks
could not leave my room or take one step, on
account of neuritis. I suppose it is all right,
but it seems hard, 1 had planned so many
litile things to do. One of the most pleasant
I could do would be to accept Dell's kind invitation and attend the reunion. I know you
will have a very happy time.
1 know how to extend sympathy to all the
invalids, and hope we shall soon be better.
Love to all from
B.

I Was Cured by Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound
Waurika, Okla.—*1 had female troubles for seven rears, was all run down.
and so nervous X
'could not do anything. The doctors
treated me for dif-

West Fbaxkun, Sept. IS, 1911.
Dear Friends of the M. B. C.:
As I cannot be with you on Thursday will
send a word of greeting. I am glad It Is hot
to-day, as |t looks rather unfavorable, but
we will hope for all good things Thursday
and that you may have the largest gathering
that yon ever had, for you known in "union
there is strength”, and I know yon will all
join with me in hoping that that saying was
carried ont in fall at our election yesterday,
and that No will be for all time.
I hope none in our State will have to wear
the badge of mourning, but if we are obliged
to, let us bear it as best we can and strive
harder than ever to use all our influence to
help put down this great evil that Is such a
Some will say: "Why!
curse to our landYou bave no one to worry about!” Thank
Ood, many can say ths same, but there are
other homes that are saddened, and every year
more crime is committed all by the demon
drink.
What lovely cool days we are having, and
the leaves are beginning to tarn, which reminds us that summer is gone and cold winter will soon be here. How I should love to
meet you all. Sometimes I imagine how you
look—some short, some tall, some fat, some
thin, some dark,some light, etc. Well, hope
all will be there, and while there, please
think of all the absent ones who will be there
in spirit. Hope all the sick ones are improving. Our hearts go out to all who are in
trouble in any way.
Now, with a kind greeting to all and best
wishes, I will bid you good morning.

ferent things but
did me no good. I
got so bad that I
could not sleep day
or night.
While in
this condition I read
or Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, and
■
»
■
oegan na use ana
wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In
a short time I bad gained my average
weight and am now strong and well.”
—Mrs. Sallie Stevens, R. F. D., No.

8, Box 31, Waurika, Okla.
Another Grateful Woman.
Huntington, Mass—“I was In a nervous, run down condition and for three
years could find' no help.
I owe my present good health to
Lydia E. Pinknam’s Vegetable Comand Blood Purifier which I beeve saved my life.
My doctor knows what helped me
and does not say one word against it.’V
Mrs. Mari Janette Bates, Bor
134, Huntington, Mass.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do
not continue to suffer without giving
Lydia E. I’ink ham's Vegetable Compound a trial. It surely has cured
many cases of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
pains, backache, that bearingdown
feeling; and nervous prostration.

Eound
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good

OAHIBtH

The thirty-seventh annual
convention
of theM.lne Women*.
Christian
snae Union wiU be held in tbe
First
tut church, WutervilU,
Sept. 27 t„ £.
“*
inoiaeive.

n?

A loee estimated at about
*20,000 resulted
from flr« which destroyed the
Hall
on
Union
In*
square, Houlton, Mond.„'
The Webber building,
adjoining
slightly damaged, and there w„
able loss from smoke and water considerthere Thft
heaviest loss was On Hall's
carrisge
tory, containing vehicles valued at abo,
Dout

build*1

JL

reason.

re'oo.1

DATES.

Saturday, Sept. 23—Meeting of Hancock *10,000.

Pomona grange with Alamooeook grange,
East Orland.

s

———

i

An evident attempt at train
wrecking
fon the Dexter branch of the Maine Cen*
tral railroad was discovered
Sunday alter
noon by Alvah
JSldrldge, of
He discovered a heavy rail
across the
tracks near Nason stream, two miles
from
the Corinna station, the most
dangerous
place on the braneb. Mr. Eldridge notified section men at
Corinna, who removed tbe obatruotion and
notified th»
railroad offlciaU.

mOOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolln grange held a plesant meeting
Saturday evening, Sept. 18, with forty-six
patrons present, including fifteen visitors
from Baysida grange. After business the
lecturer presented a pleasing program of
music, readings, recitations and stories.
Plans are being made for a bazaar, and
the same committee that arranged the
Gardiner will be the first city in
bazaar in 1910 was appointed. The grange
Maine
to be governed by commission, the
citivoted to have a dance and supper Tuesday
xens at a special election last
week
voting
evening, Oct. 3.
to adopt a new charter
providing ior a
commission government of three
men
ALAMOOSOOK, 409, EAST ORLAND.
Gardiner was incorporated as a citv in
Alamooeook grange met in regular ses- I860, and besides a
mayor, is at
sion Saturday night, with a large attend- governed by six aldermen and eighteen
councilman.
The new
ance and visitors from Highland and Pasunder the provisions of the new charter’
sadumkeag granges. Plana were made for will appoint aU fcbordinate
officer-ami
the Pomona meeting Saturday, Sept. 23. receive salaries of *1,000 each, with H'W
A program of music and reading was to tbe man cbosen aa mayor.

Newport'

present

commissioner”

given.

_

Sixteen ounces of performance to
every
pound of promise in the advertiser *nt,
of TOM AMERICAN.

AN OLD OTIS FARM.

Granddaughter of Its Settler Recalls

Thk AMKHICAN prints

vital ,ta.
ana deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it

Tales of Olden Times
[From

Tbs Amxbican's Otis

mors

tietiee—births, marriages

Correspondent.]

There are many historical farms in
Maine that are interesting, but the old
homestead that I visited recently, where
my mother, Emily J, Davis, was born and
grew to womanhood, is the dearest spot on
earth to me.
1 passed the same little brook where
grandmother Davis took the fleeces from
the sheep and washed them white as
snow, and where my mother, as a child*
played alone until her little adopted
brother Alvab came—the same where the
geese and ducks used to swim all day
long. Every rock and tree is there,
quickly recognised from the description
that mother had given me. There are
the tame apple trees, the woods and wild
flowers that surround the aarced place.
It seemed, as I stood those, as if the
pages of years taraed back nearly s century, whan grandfather Davis came into
the forest sad hawed from its depths
huge logs to baild bis first horns, Where
the great chimneys were built in which
grandmother roasted largq pots of beans,
meat, pies, etc., and the fireplaces over
which she used to cook all kinds of food
to perfection, and in later years used to
supply all the “meeting folks” with food
cooked in this way. Her home-made
cheeses were without comparison.
The
art of cooking over fireplaces which my
mother acquired in those days, she never
forgot, as she used to cook most of her
food that way in the first years of her
married life.
Grandfather Davis, being on# of the
Elnathan Hinckley and wife have resturdy and thrifty kind, would take his
turned to their home in Milton, Mass.
oxen and go from home to work several
Miss Helen Higgins has returned from months of the
year, and hiB wife and
she
has spent the little daughter would
Northeast Harbor, where
manage alone.
summer.
Those were busy and exciting and happy
A. H. Lee and wife have closed their days for them, when graddmother would
cottage here and returned to their home beat down the wild animals in the corn,
in Buffalo. N. Y.
by the light of the moon; when the turMiss Martha Carrier pleaaaDtiy enter- keys, geese and ducks would be secured
tained a party of her young frienda to a from the jaws of foxes and other brazen
foes by mother and her old dog “Tig,”
corn roast Friday evening.
and the long winter evenings interrupted
Mias Ruth Sargent went to Waterville
from spinning and weaving by the howllast week to attend Coburn classical instiing and prowling of the wolves at the
tute. She was accompanied by her father.
barn door to get at the sheep.
Sue.
Sept. 18.
This charming and historic place is now
owned by Emery Willey, and is one of the
NORTH ORLAND.
valuable for early crops, being
Miss Grace Ware, who has been in Ban- most
situated on an elevation and only a short
is
home.
for
treatment,
gor hospital
distance from famous Beech Hill lake,
Mrs. Mina Higgins spent a few days last
making it one of the most desirable for
week with relatives in North Ellsworth.
The crops this
many miles around.
Mrs. Julia Ginn, formerly of this, place,
year, attended by John Carr, of Brewer,
been living the
visited old acquaintances here last week.
who
has
years,
aged ninety
When Herbert White went to his barn past summer with Mr. Willey’s family,
for
are
one
to
behold, way
a. specimen
last Saturday morning, he found his best
back among the hills of Maine.
cow, a valuable Jersey, with her leg broken.
B.
Sept. 18.

prints from one
contemporaries.

—

to two weeks

ahead of its

Banking.

6
IS wtmt your money will
Invested In shnrea of the

e:mi

tl

COUNTY NE^IS.

mobile and they were upset. With the
help of the autoisls and the occupants of
a passing backboard, they were rescued
Christ found In
Christian centuries.
from the top of the buggy, and no one was
from
the
a
home
and
a
refuge
Egypt
seriously hart. Tbe brace at one side of
hatred of Herod. Simon of Cyrene as- |
the top of the carriage was bent almost
sisted Christ In bearing His cross up
into the shape of tbe letter P which, of
An officer of
the hill of Calvary.
course, at a gathering ot M. B.’s stood for
was
one
of
Ethiopia,
Candace, queen
only one thing
prohibition. “Are”
to
the
earliest
converts
of
Christianity.
Drougm some specimens ox ner garden 10
to
carried
the
cross
Missionaries early
add to the collection already begun by
the home of the pharaohs, and In the
“Aunt Maria” and “Frances”.
centuries Immediately following ChrisIt was now time for dinner, bat ye good
tianity took deep root In northern Af- editor himself had not arrived, so, after
rica, and many of the early Christian waiting a while* it was decided to begin
s$£ts still exist.
the banquet without him, hopiDg he
p But It was reserved for more recent would soon appear—and verily it was so.
centuries to carry the truth to the na- He received a most cordial
greeting and
tive tribes of the east and south and was
immediately installed next ye hoste.
the heart of Africa. Moffatt and LivAs everybody knows, the M. B.s have
ingstone and others led the way that been awarded the blue ribbon as regards
has been gladly followed. The crown- the
culinary arts, and the tables were
ing achievement was reached only a spread with a delightful combination of
few years ago in the establishment of
delightfully prepared viands to which
successful missions In the Sudan. Tha each one
present did justice, though from
success agalust
measure of previous
all authentic records ye goode editor and
war
odds
overwhelming
seemingly
Narcissus were the only ones who tested
rants our belief In great things for the
every individual eatable there. (In their
Is
the
that
it
and
to
come,
purpose
days
defense I must say that he is keeping house
of God to hear the call of darkest Af- while his better half is in Massachusetts,
rica and to deliver “the land from er- and that she had had no
breakfast.)
ror's chain.”
Following is the menu.:

gelistic

wish

First to arrive at the destination was
Maria”, with Uncle Mark and two
grandchildren—brilliant Levi and sweet
little Carolyn.
Noi wonder they had to
come with two horses!
For such loads of
beautiful flowers ts they brought-^asters,
and “glad-l-olaa” it you please enough for
everyone to bave sprays to take home as
a
How good it
happy remembrance.
did seem to see “Aunt Maria’s” smiling
face, and what cordial greetings “Dell”
and her “John” did extend!
Next came “Frances” witb her daughter
“Bonnie”.
Then
“Irish Molly'’.
Acnt Emma.
With her “John”, and
Tb?0 US. J.
with them came “Mol”. Next the BlueFor this report of the reunion we are
hill delegation arrived, consisting of
“Aunt Madge”, “Ann,” “Narcissus,” and indebted to an M. B. whose helpfulness in
Mr. Leach, the driver. They reported a tbi* apt is greatly appreciated by
Atot Madge.
good drive over, but spoke of tbe scarcity
SARGENTVILLE.
of yellow pumpkins this tall. Soon “Aunt
Mrs. George Turner has returned from
Mary” and her John came. Although
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Brooklin.
uAdbt Mary” has been a member for
many years, thia is the first reunion she
Miss C. L. Bsbson is visiting friends in
o
The quotations below give the range
has attended.
Brooklin.
retail prices in Ellsworth:
Sadie
and
some
Aided by
Mra. Wosgatt,
Miss Gertrude Hooper is attending
Country Produce.
ot tbe “workers” began preparation for
Butter.
school in Csmden.
the feast. They were initiated into the
Creamery per B.SSg40
Wsrren Beedle Is spending a few days
Dairy.83 §16
mysteries of “Dell’s" kitchen, and enwith hit family here.
Bmrs.
joyed to such an extent seeing the water
Fresh laid, per doz.80382
Mrs. Herbert S. Dority spent part of
ran from the faacets into the sink that
last week in Bluebill.
both tanks were drained and oar host was Poultry.
Chickens.25 §86
obliged to retire to the cellar to start the
Eddie Pendleton, of Rockland, visited
Fowl.18022
engine pumping again.
friends here last week.
Ray.
After the corn whs cooking and the cofBest loose, per ton.12314
Willism Simmons, of the stesmer CsmBaled. 1832Q
lee on the stove, all went to tbe door to
den, spent Thursdsy st home.
Straw.
greet “Are”, who arrived with her son
Loose.10012
Mrs. Msry Wiley is the gnest of her
and a friend at a speed somewhat exceed15
Baled.
daughter, Mrs. D. Groves Eaton.
ing the limit. They had rather an excitVegetables.
Charles Pierson, of Atlantic City, N. J.,
05
25 Onions. B
ing drive, for just outside of Ellsworth Potatoes, pk
10 Cabbage, B
08 spent last week with friends here.
^ettuce, head
their horse became frightened of an auto“Aunt

_.The continent of Africa has felt the
touch of Christianity throughout the

A Testimony.
In a little leaflet, entitled "A WorldWide Opportunity,” which stuns up
evanthe impressions of

of the sisters end
brethren might have been present, and a
very pleasant memory of a very pleasant

•

After everyone had satisfied the inner
man, everyone waxed strong and began to
talk. Not that they had been eilent since
their arrival—oh, no indeed! But now
they really began to talk, you know. In
the dining-room a political ring was being formed, and Tammany wasn’t in it
with that. The yes and no question was
emphatiqally handled everywhere. Boon
“Are’*” son appears^ with camera and
tripod and all went to the lawn where we
were “snapped” in various postures.
But »J1 too toon the happy minutes!
passed. The horses were gotten ready for
the homeward drive, and the good-bys
said. After expressing cordial
were
thanks to “Dell”, who was not in her
usual good health, for the hospitality and
FOLEY’S KIDNEY REMEDY (Liquid)
Is a great medicine of proven value for both
acute and chronic kidney and bladder ailo
ments.
It is especially recommended telderly people for its wonderful tonic and reconstructive qualities, and the permanent relief and comfort it gives them. Sold by all

druggists.!

For bowel complaints in children always
give Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil. It is
certain to effect a cure, and when reduced
with water and sweetened, is pleasant to
take. No physican can prescribe a better
remedy. For sale by all dealers.

04 Beets, B
02
Tomatoes, B
01
03
Cucumbers.each
Squash, B
05 Sweet potatoeS.B
05
String beans, qt
02
Carrots, bunch 05307 Turnips, B
15 Parsnips, bunch,
05
Green corn, doz,
03
Green tomatoes, pk,20 Citron, B
Prult.
doz
80
doz
Lemons,
050
&5340
Oranges,
08
Cantaloupe,each 10 313 Cranberries, qt,
Groceries.

Coffee—per B
Rio,
Mocha,

Java,
Tea—per B—
Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar—per B—
Granulated,
Yellow, C

Rice, per B

18025 Vinegar, gal
85
85

Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:

05

04

20
Buckwheat, pkg
04q05
45065 Orabam,
80065 Rye meal,
04^.05
Gran meal, B
03
Ofr1* Oil—per gal—

07^

08810
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
40
Havana,
55
Porto Rico,
Beef. B:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Veal:

06 008
20o25

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per B

10012

_

Meets and Provisions.
Pork. B:
25840
Chop,
Ham, per B
15325
06 312
Shoulder.
Bacon,
25
Salt,

15318

1 15

Linseed,

Kerosene,

22
15

20
325
318

25028

Lard,

18
13

15325
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each

Freeh Fish.
15
08 Mackerel, B
08
Haddock,
Halibut.
12320
;
25
Lobsters, B
Flour, Grain and Food.
NORTH BLUEHILL.
603621*»
Oats, bn
Flour—per bbl—
Mrs. Lillian Leach, of Hopedale, Mass.,
5 25 86 50 Shorts—bag 1 40 31 50
165 Mix feed, bag 1 503l 60
Corn, 100B bag
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clara D. Grin1 65 Middlings,bg 1 5001 80
Corn meal.bag
1 die.
1 65
Cracked corn,

Cod,

A HEW SERIES
II

DOW

monte, SI per than,

WWW

AMD MEASURES.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order ana fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas.
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal,50pounds; of parsnips,41 pounds;
of barlewand buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or sven measure as by agreement.

The newtpaper wh ieh hat «• uniform
rate for adoorUoimg tpaet, and it taiithtdit lake what it can got fee it, it a
cheap adeeriiting medium, and the adttrtiter need expect nothing hut cheap
retuUt.—lnwnnceburg (1^.) Prw».

cmn

borrow

on

your

wilt unouat to tmt little more
than you are now paying lot
rent, sod In aboot ten years you
will

OWW TOWR OWW HOME.
For

parti enters Inquire ol
O. W. Tiuby, Secy

First Nnt'l Bank Bid..
A. W. K wo. FrasMent.

EUilroaDs anti SUamboate

Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75
One Way. $8.50 Round Trip.

BluehiU and Boston $4.50 One
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.

Sedgwick and Boston $4.00 One
Way. $7.00 Round Trip.
;

0
Steamer .t T Morse leaved Bar Harbor
except Sunday, for Seal liar or,
Hnrt*or. Stonington, North Haven and Rocklami connecting
with steamer for Boston.
p ,TJ.
Steamer Boothbay leaves BluehiU 1
dally, except Sunday, for South BMier.lH,
Brooklln, Deer lale, Sargentvllie. Dark Har> >r
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sednwlck 3.30 v m.
ke
dally, except Sunday, for llerrlek'f* l^ndla'Ju
South BrooksvMe, EggemogalQ, I>lrU
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Button.

dally,
Bn,
ortneast Hnroor, Soutnwest

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamahlps Belfast and
Camden
Leave Boston 3 p m, dally, except Sunduv, for
Rockland.
Leave Rockland 5.13 a m. or on ‘irrivs' of
steamer from Boston, dally, except Sunday, 'o*
liar Harbor. BluehiU, Sedgwick and lourhn late

landings.
E. L. Smith. Aren*. Bar Ilarhor.
A. M. ID brick. Aaent. Bluth!
E. J KaTOM, Agent. Sedgwick

The only plait to get bargains is at the
store that advertises for vour trade.

!

PAT UR

when yon

snares, mve a am mortgngv nnd
reduce* every month? Monthly
puyawam red Interest together

_

LAW BHGABDINO WEIGHTS

open. Shares, tl each: monthly pay

S5W>ertiMinnit».

F. M. Dunbar has purchased a flock of
sheep of Penobscot parties.
Miss Alice M. Wescott left Monday for
Bortland where she will spend the week
with her sister Eleanor, before leaving
for Boston.
Sept. 18.

D.
________

Tbeohosu:
Nothing better for the
from Gold Medal Flour.

boys than bread
Rebecca.

If yon have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that ia good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightnesspastry that melts in yonr month.

Digestion and Assimilation.
It ia not the-qnantity of food taken bat
the amount digested sm assimilated that
gives strength and vitality to the system.
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets
Invigorate the stomach and Hear and enable them to perform their functions
naturally. For sals by all desists.

•

Oar own special process,
latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat, makes William TeU the ideal floor.
It is also the most economical—makes the most loaves
to the

£

jfi

Have it in rei
your next baking.
member to order

/

Re-

(3-

(14)

I
Me.
WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls,
s

ELLSWORTH.
..BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES AWAIT

THE RIGHT MEN.

UNRIVALLED

water

FACTURING

POWER—MANUNOW

INDUSTRIE*

ELECTRIC
OPERATION
ROAD WANTED.
—

IN

a serin of articles in the
on “The Undeveloped Reend How They can be
Maine
o(
source.

1fL

C. Bateman, in

Lewiston journal

Utilized.]

Among the oommnnitiee of Heine
natural resources are largely in ■
state of embryo the city of EUaworth
Stands tn the front rank. With a water
privilege of 12,000 horsepower already developed, and capable of being enlarged to
33,000 horsepower, we believe that thia
stands unrivalled in the State of Maine.
By a proper system of etorage there ean be
made a succession of fails on this river
that, if utilized, would mean a population of 100,000 people for the city of
Ellsworth: Such an opportunity ia worth
the attention of the capitalist! of New
England who am looking for a chance to
invest their money where a reasonable return will be assured.
Tbe territorial area of EUaworth originally was mom than 70,000 acres, and the
Union river flow* southward through the
town and city. It ia the outlet for Green
lake, Branch pond and eeveral tributaries,
and these paaa through a series of metamorpbic ledgaa on which mat many huge
and unique bouldera. In a distance of two
miles the river fails nearly ooa hundred
feet, and tbe water annually discharged
over thia space ia about twenty bUUoa
cubic feet, whioh la now moafly going to
waste Little did old Benjamin Millikan
realize the poaiibiUUm of thie spot whed
he came hem in ITS and pitched his rude
camp on the bank* of thia faat-dowing
river. Even to-day them are many people
in Ellsworth who little realize these possibilities, or If they do, are too conservative
to push them to the front for the benedt
of the community.
If Ellsworth has the Union river at its
bsck it also has the ocean in its Iront.
Tide water come* np to the oentm of the
city, end this gives a splendid opportunity
lor vesselB to come and go. This arm or
estuary of Frenchmen’s bay is nearly
always open through tbe winter, end with
an expenditure of (100,000 for dredging,
the largest steamers could come into the
heart of the city. With a little exertion
hy our delegation in Congress it would be
an easy matter to induce the government
to undertake this marine development as
apart of its river and harbor work. Just
wby this has not been done before is a
question that does not come into the scope
ol this article. That matter belongs to
history, while we am now dealing with
possibilities and their future developwhose

ment.
One ol tbe
worth

as

a

great points
manufacturing

in favor of Ellscentre is

the

parity of water in Union river. It is
especially fitted for cotton manufactuing
and bleachery work, and along the shores
ol the river, just below tbe present dam,
is plenty ol land suitable for great plants.
Only 3,500 horsepower from this dam is
now being utilized, and tbe other 6,500
horsepower is running to waste. With
such an opportunity it seems almost like
criminal negligence that this condition of
afiairs should exist.
The name of the present corporation
owning this dam ia the Bar Harbor A
Union River Power Co., and John R. Ora
ham, of Bangor, ia the president. The
electric plant in- one of the finest in all
New England, and from here Bar Harbor
and a large portion of Bangor are lighted.
All this requirea only about one-third the
present development, and here Is all the
surplus awaiting a touch from tbe band
cl industry. It is an opportunity that
scarcely exists elsewhere in Maine, and
one which men of modest capital should
take advantage.
PRESENT INDUSTRIES.

From reading the above no one should
b« led to think that manufacturing industries are not already here. On tbe con
trary, Ellsworth is one of tbe busy spots
in Maine, and here are several plants that
from humble beginnings have grown to
large proportions. Here ia the great mill
Whitoomb Haynes & Co.,
owned by
abort
manufacturers, of both long and
lumber, and whose operations are sufficiently extensive to give employment to
Another
more than 400 men.

enterpriaq

ia tbe

Mm* lino U tbe
long find short lumber mill of C. J. Treworgy, which gives
employment to same 200 bands, including
those who work in the woods and on tbe
river. The Branch Pond Lumber Co. employs about seventy-five men, while tbe
Ellsworth Hardwood Co. baa'about tbe
same number in manufacturing novelties.
One of the most important of the local
Industries is* the Ellsworth Foundry &
-Machine Works, incorporated in 1906, and
at the head of which starts Hon. John A.
Peters. His brother, Charles Peters, is
treasurer, while the motive manager and
superintendent Is B. B. Walker. This is
one of the finest plants of its kind in
Maine. Gasoline engines and a score of
other kinds of machinery and castings are

made here, and twenty men are employed
jin the work, which is steadily growing.
.They also have several marine railways
where all work of that nature is done.
Here a score of elegant Bar Harbor yachts
•are wintered and placed in repair ready
for the next season. This is a growing
builneu and of gnat value to the town.
Tbe Birigo Qlove Manufacturing Co.
flfteon hand. In the factory and

■employi

A Great Advantage to Working Men
J. A. Maple, 1M 8.7th St.. Steubenville, 0-,
Md
■•ay.: “For ye.re I .altered from weak
neve .nd a eevere bladder trouble. 1
of Foley Kidney HU. and their wonderful
cnree, »o I began taking them, and *“5®
M .ny I beard
enough, 1 had ae good re.iut. and
to one of my
.boat. My bnckMb. left me,
1. a great
alone
that
bnalnees, expreeeman,
noradvantage. My kidney, acted free and K
mal, and that eaved me a lot of mioerT- be *■
m
to
need
it
where
now s uleuare to .work
cared me
Kidney Mil. haveSold
by all
end here my highest pmise.

jjf'JS

mlwry^Fo?»y

druggists.

world of confidence In Chamberlain’. Cough Bemedy, for I hava uaod It
with perfect euoeeee,” wrltaaMre.M. I.
Poolmvllle, Md. For aate by
“I have

a

Baaford,

-•Udaalara.

onta,'to' »«• »*«m
‘”n‘.7;“ve ”°"
01 «“ ■“•liar
industries,
”*°.,tK^b“t
Mth* help te all of
high grade The

of EUswegth. With a
power tint can eaeUy be developed to 33,000 horee, sod with
only 3) W horsepower in use of the

tint education, and all those things which
will make Ufa’s way more pleasing and atEllaworth Wooten Co.,
12,000 tractive.
begin with, all of a* ean make-the
Dewa, employs six hands. The iwwi.g. ■lready developed, the paeaibiUties can
betUr bo imagined than deaeribed. So most of ear
yards and lawn* and keep outIndustry her* 1a a large one. E. E. Bow* anxious see
Ue
of
EUeworth
to
ward
people
te a large manufacturer
appearanoe of our homes neat. The
of high class havj outside
come In that sites for collective work in
capital
carriages of all kinds, white the backbeautifying our own
factories win be furnished tree. Weter streets has
board* made by H. E. Da via are aent
already began, thanks to the
all street, for a fall
of
a
is
e
ladies
quarter
of the Village improvement society.
over the country.
mile,
splendid locality for manufacturing plants, Who> of ns has not taken
pride and
industrial opportunities.
end here a tail score could
find
room. pleasure la the' clean streets around town
eaeity
It waa an interesting
The
busineeamen
af
the
little
in
of
are
foil
the
last two years. Ths ladlas have acbuaineaa
city
group
men that the writer
recently met in thia of enthusiasm, and will welcome and give complished good things, Tins fact only
charming little city, and among them were generous aid to all who come to develop serves to- illustrate what a little
honest
Mayor Charles H. Leland, who te also their reeoueoes,
effort can. do and what good resalts a little
■One of the meet progressive of these
county register of deeda; L. H. Cushman,
expenditure of energy can accomplish.
superintendent of the Bar Harbor & Union hustlers is Boy C. Haines, secretary of the
Donstop here. Aside from'the home
River Power Co., H. B.
Merchants”
association.
This
and
street* we have our stores. Every
Estey, president of
gentleman
the Ellsworth Merchants’
has been associated with the educational merchant can
do something if. he only
association;
Roy C. Haines, secretary of the same as- department of PortoBico, and with proper wUl. Better fronts, more careful and
sociation and one of the brightest hust- encouragement could bring many Spanish attractive windows can be
shown. A
lers of the town, and
Harry E. Howe, a students here lor English training. When good window display always makes you
asked by Urn writer to say
prominent business men.
feel
good. There is plenty of scorn for
something
Each and all were enthusiastic over the abont the natural resources of EUeworth the merchant to act
along these lines, and
future of the oity and anxious for the de- end what hen citizens- ere wiUing to do in we are fast
doing it. In short, we provelopment of it* resources. Prom these order to bring investors here, Mr. Haines pose to make Ellsworth the most, beautigentlemen the Journal learned of
ful city in.Mkiine, and we are glad that the
many replied:
other opportunities for investment in that
Lewiston Journal is helping us- to make
HOT C. BAINES SNTBBVIEWBD.
section besides those already named. It ia
it the most-prosperous.”
“When yon tsk me abont the features
a natural
This talk made by Mr. Haines has the
potato section,, and the tubers
of EUeworth, 1 feel as if I ought to base
can be grown here as well
as in any part
right ring, and the writer happens to
of the State. One
great need pointed out my opinions snd rely upon my two know that the great bulk of EUsworth
ia a potato house, where the tubers
years’ experience as secretary of the Mer- citizens are of the same mind. The sentican be
stored until taken to market. The old chants’ association. During this time, it ment of this city
epitomizes the best
been thought of the age, which is that material
way of putting them into the house cellar is doubtful, if any one individual
te too cumbersome and should be dis- more closely in touch with the active life prosperity sod esthetic
beauty must
carded. Here te an opportunity for soma of our city. In laying out the foundations go band in. hand. They are
adopting
for
what
we consider a bigger EUeworth
business
the
bright
mau with a small capital
right cooeae to make possible bath of
In the fatnre. I do not agree with you these
to start a thriving business.
blessings, and the future of this
Sweet corn oan be grown around Ells- whey you.aak if our natural resources are charming, littln city is now bright with
worth in large quantities. Mo teas than not apt to be over-estimated. Closely promise.
I believe that EUeworth, be800 acres were pledged the
past spring for ■peaking,
cause of It location and its tremendous
an enterprise of this kind.
Up to this
Cancsponfintce.
tim* but little has been done In this line water-power, boasts of conditions rarely
but the future wilt see this on* of the tend- matohed- la this section.
Some Observations on the Election.
We mw our tremendous waterpower,
ing agricultural industries. With four
Mt. Dbbbbt, Me., Sept. 1flf 1911.
we have oar tremendous electrial
supply,
large and louriahlng granges in the town
To the Editor of the American:
whose members are ready and willing to which may be cousideeed one ol the most
Responding to your invitation, bo write
do all ia their power, there te no reason to valuable power plants in the State. We
doubt the agricultural possibilities of have not begun to used fractional part of something about the election, I witi;|make
this power, which we believe oan be furEllsworth in the future.
a few comments about the different classes
One of the principal wants of the busi- nished to manufacturers at satisfactory of men acting in this campaign.
rates,
I
want
to
s word right here persay
ness men iu thia city 1s an electric road
First as to-those who worked patiently,
from here to Bayside, a few miles distant. taining to the attitade of the Ellsworth and made sacrifices of time and.
money to
Ellsworth
are
not
people.
people
opposed maintain prohibition. They'ibave the
Already there is a charter for such a road,
to
outside capital and. outside enterprises.
but ss yet nothing has been done about
satisfaction) of knowing that they did
On the contrary, they stand ready to
the matter. This road ahould run to Bar
their best to save something that they bewelcome
any
legitimate
manufactory
Harbor by the way of Bayside. This
lieved in.
Ellsworth for a location. We
would give tn opportunity for the boats selecting
Next aa to those who believed: in proare- ready to meet any proposition half
from Stonington to connect with Ellshibition but did not take time to vote.
way.
These do- not seem to appreciate the great
worth. It is but three miles to Bayside,
“Our community is principally Ameriand within a radius of twenty-five miles
blessing of good government; do not
free from labor unions and
can,
entirely
seem, to recognize the
there is a large population that would be
obvious duty of
labor troubles, and I believe that Ellsserved by sucb a road. In fact, it would
good citizenship, and seemingly never
worth capital stands ready to do its part ask the
include Brooklin, Bargentville and Deer
question: “What is the Lord
in aiding foreign capital in locating
Isle with all their intermediate points and
keeping me in the world for?”
within our city. On the other hand, we
Next as to those democrats who believed
population. Southwest Harbor lies some are
establishing small enterprises, which in prohibition and had the nerve to bear
twenty-one miles away, and connection
weWustlnthe end will greatly develop the
sting of the party whip, and to withcould be made by bridge or steam.
the earning capacity of onr city.
stand the pressure of party associates, and
Such a system would open up a vast
“While too.much cannot be said of the to talk and
vote as they believed was
Union
country for summer tourists.
made possible by our eleEight.
River bay is but an arm of Bluehill bay, power plant
it might be well to.
mentary
waterpower,
Such independent action, under each
one of the most beautiful sheets of water
state that we are Bituated at tide water,
in Maine, and best adapted for Bummer
circumstances, requires a measure ol
and with a little expense water communi- moral
courage such as tew men possess,
resorts. An electric road would undoubtcation could be maintained the year and entitles them to the
respect and adedly bring hundreds of cottagers to round.
miration ot all fair-minded men. A.p<t X
these rocky shores and add Immensely to
“As it la, we have good railroad facili- will lift
my hat to,them as long b I rethe prosperity of the connty.
ties far shipping our supplies, and are member their conduct in this
campaign.
Turning to the north from Ellsworth
to any
adapted
manufacturing
plonk
Next as to those republicans who said
we
have Green lake, Branch pond,
known anywhere in the State. I believe
little, did nothing and voted “yea.”.
Patten’s pond and Beech Hill pond, all
that cor shoe factories, operated under Someone has saidx
“History, repeats itwithin a few miles and all affording
scientific management and by competent self.” And the
particular historical event
splendid fishing for the sportsman. The
would pay.
men,
which this contest and these renegade
nights are extremely cool and entirely
“1 am most interested in our agriculturepublicans repeat is recorded in the bible
free from mosquitoes, which is no small
ral possibilities. Hancock county is well
The
(Judges fourth and
attraction to the summer guest. As a
to farming of a diversified class. heroes of Israel were
adapted
engaged in a furious
section for winter camps it is also fine, as
(Jordan track brings a good price, as well combat against an
invading host ol Cathis is a natural game country, and here
aa the crops.
Strawberries can be easily naanites.
“The stars id their courses
rare sport can be had during the open
grown in this section.
Apples, picked, fonght against 8isera,” and Israel gained
season.
packed and boxed in Ellsworth, are now a great victory.
ELECTRIC ROAD WANTED.
receiving a price as high as any apple sold
Deborah celebrated with, a song of
Speaking of the proposed electric mil- in the Boston market. There are plenty triumph. She speaks of the ready reroad, the charter of which is now held by of farms which can be bought at a very sponse. of Barak and the princes of Igcapitalists, it would be a positive benefit small figure.
sachar and rehearses the heroic deeds of
to the Maine Central railroad by the in“Because of its location, Ellsworth is Ze baton and Nu
phial i. But there is a
creased trafllo it would bring into the the center of the summer resort trade in
minor strain in this exultant song. For
county. As the charter is now held it is this section. Ellsworth, itself, boasts of where were -the sons of Beubeu? In the
Bimply a gag to an enterprise, and some riverside and lake resorts. Union river is thickest of the light? Q, not But in a
these
way should at once be found to force
scenic end attractive. Along its banks safer
place. “In the sheepfolds listening
capitalists to build the road or disgorge attractive bungalows and cottages are to the bleatings of the sheep.” And Debthe charter. No man or Bet of men should being built. At Shady Nook, so-called, a orah voices the sentiment ot Israel’s
camp
be permitted to hold up an enterprise of large summer colony has
sprang up, and a with these derisive words: “For in the
this nature which. would so largely in- great many of these cottages are now divisions ot Keuben there were
great
crease land values.
Every far-seeing and occupied by people outside of the Btate,
searchings of heart.”
progressive citizen Is anxious to see this principally from Boston. The resorts of
The conduct of the Keubenites caused no
development, and is more than willing to prominence for wbioh Ellsworth stands surprise in Israel. For many years before
Bee the men who hold the charter make •
as a center are Hancock Point, Sorrento,
Jacob told Keuben he was “unstable aa
handsome profit on their enterprise,
Surry and Bluehill.
water and should not excel” and his deAnother promising field of enterprise In
“Of recent years Boston people nave scendants had so
exactly lived up to their
and around Ellsworth is some kind of a oome into this vioinity and built bunga- father’s characteristics that in all ol the
wood.
hard
that
could
utilize
district.
in
the
factory
up-river
lows, especially
subsequent history of this “peculiar
There is aq immense quantity of such Thousands of dollars are brought into
people” its fourteen judges, its many great
trade.
with
power
summer
the
9,000horse
Ellsworth from
timber here, and
prophets, preachers, kings and military
“In speaking ol the city itself, it is safe chieftains, among them aU not one disgoing to waste over ww
opportunity, to safe to say, that few places are situated tinguished descendant ot Keuben is to be
Bcem that here it a great
Still another venture would be a cannery with such favorable conditions, in a valley found.
But if the conduot of Keuben was not a
for fleh. This is one Of the finest deep- on both sides of Union river, entirely
and each surrounded by high lands, with good
sea fishing grounds on the coast,
disappointment to Israel, oertainly the
start.
the
would pay from
a factory
drainage advantages making the sanitary the conduct of some republicans is a dissids conditions almost
perfect.
Around Bartlett’s island and the west
appointment to os. Bat notwithstanding
“Our water supply is excellent and the that, for him who believes that prohibiol Mt. Desert herring are very abundant,
in
to
plant tests of our drinking water stand high
tion is very much better than a license
and there are plenty ot places
analyses by experts. Our city form of law there is much consolation from knowof cities ing that a bare majority of voters of the
.Speaking of the agricultural possibilities government furnishes advantages
to point
of a greater sixe, and our residents make State (as now apportioned) cannot elect a
of Ellsworth, it is only neoessury
who
hay up a community most agreeable to live in, legislature.
to the socoess of E. W. Wooster,
of land entirely de- and the people stand for the best interests
For in making up the legislature the
no less than eight acres
and
(mail towDB have great advantage over
of the city.
voted to the cultivation of small fruit,
orthe
in
In
the cities. To get a full understanding ot
“With cultural and patriotic ends
yet is unable to fill his orders.
been
chard line, H. F. Msddocks has 1,000 trees, view, a movement—Maine 1920—has
this, examine our constitution, article 4,
immost
and these he manages by the
organized, which will lead directly to the part first, section 3, from which we learn
all
are
economic welfare and betterment inter- that a great increase of population is reproved methodB. His apples
in
ests of the people. The plan is intended quired for each additional representative.
wrapped in tissue paper and packed
his products to beautify the homes, yards, and grounds And that if a certain city were to have
boxes, with the result that
markets.
of the individual. The streets and roads half the population of the State it could
are eagerly
sought for in the
There is no trouble about making money of towns, the parks, advance architecture, have but seven representatives.
this
in
is done
R. L. Grindle.
on the farm when work
public health, better transportation, pracof farm——-manner. Any and every branch
Ellsworth
atJbettisnnrnt.
I
ing can be made to pay around
inwhen it i» done by up-to-date and
a

ownT^B

AbbrrMinuntf.

If you are about to buy roofing consider this bit of history amt aotupoa

your own oonoluslomo i
Three yean ago the leading- dealer in Msbose, Man,
put in Aquas Roofing. At that time three well-known
brands of roofing—nationally advertised—were his best
Look for
"
Aquas in circle sellers. Now, practically his whole trade cab for Aquas.
on sadiron.
The roofings displaced by Aquas were good in other
sections of the country. But they were not good'onough to staid New England climate. Aquas is scienHficsHy adapted in this rtimate. Made carefully
from the best grade of compressed wool felt thoaoughly saturated with a min*
turn of Bermudez and Trinidad asphalts.
Extreme cold or bolt will not make Aquas-Brittle or crash it Extreme
heal and dry weather will not make it evaporate or dry up. Moistae has
do effect on it Made in & 1. 2 and 3 ply thicknesses. Stands bard usage.
Be sure to get it
"

BROWN-WALES CO.,
Sole Distributors,

flfth^haptereV

tensive methods.
from
It is indeed diffloult to get away
water power
the subject of the magnificent
Diarrhoea is always more or less prevafor it.
lent during September. Be prepared

ssrttfc ffWMrta

igtfg&r sAvas?
bo takon Seriously
Common Colds muet
For
Protect your children end
lection

»>•»«,2So.“,SmoViSrtius“yo^rijelf

WMBiW
able

remedy* 8°ldby all draffiaU.

Clarions for Home !

Heating

Pare unsurpassedpowerful

—

durable

easy to

run —eco-

nomical.

Pure,

—

air, under
absolute control, is
what you need.
| A CLARION will
give it to you.
BISHOP Go., Bangor, Maine.
warm

WOOD &

|

Sold by J. P. Eldridge,

•

|

Ellsworth

•

Hair that Fascinates
Who Wants Lustrous Hair Full of
Life and Bounty?
Start now, madam. September Is just
the month to begin to acquire a glorious head of hair of which you will be
justly proud during the social events
of winter-time.
If you haven’t used PARISIAN
SAGE you arn't on the high road to
hair beauty.
PARISIAN SAGE is
the most delightful preparation that
dandruff
the
germs and by so
destroys
doing removes in a short time the
cause of dandruff, falling hair, itching
scalp, faded and lifeless hair.
Dandruff germs are obstructions;
they prevent the hair from receiving
its proper nourishment by ravenously
devouring the same nourishment.
Use PARISIAN SAGE for one week
and note the wonderful improvement
G. A. Farcher guarantees it, 50 cents
a

bottle.

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance
the next fixe
care

may

during

* llsworth, I
are legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my aooonut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbvmmbt
house,

years and

\
/

Boston, flaSs.

70 Purchase St.,

I

1

PROCURED AND DEPCRDCD. ®?otlDHXIal*
drawing < photo, for ex',,vei« *ewch«cad free report
Free advtoe, how to obtain patent* trade mitral,
copyrights, etc., in ALL COUHTRIE3.
saves time,
Business direct with
money and often the fedsnU.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Write or come to «* at
Its Ninth Dtiest, *pv netted SMh Patent

Office,

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

•

Qtye <£Uea)0rtt) American
A

LOCAL AMD POLITICAL JOUBHAL
PDBUSEBD

(tin WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
A*

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
TEN
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
r. W. Holliss, Editor kid Mutrtr.
W. H. Tires, Ausoetmto Editor.
BY

reported almost every day,
and reveals a condition of things that
calls for serious consideration.
The vote is so oloee that it iffprobabla that nothing hat an official reooont win satisfy either side.
In the meantime .are the sheriffs
of all the counties doing their duty In
the matter of the enforcement of the
prohibitory law?

errors are

Ssbocrlptlon Price—SAM s year; tl-OOlor tlx
months; M cents tor three months; If paid
strictly la advance, $190, 79 end 98 costs
respectively. Single copies 8 cents. All nrmanges are reekonnd at the ran of Si par

The rumor has been freely circulated daring the past week and has
gained considerable credence throughmar.
out the State that Governor Plalsted
Advertising Bans Am reasonable and will ho
and United States Senator Johnson
made known on application.
to resign, the former to
Bnslnoss com mnn lostlon a should be addressed both intend
to. ABd all checks end money orders made pay- become a United States senator to
PusuBstae
codsty
sMe to Ths Hascocs
sucoeed the late Senator William P.
Os. Ellsworth, Maine.
Frye; the latter to accept a plaoe upon
This week’s edition of The the Maine supreme court bench.
Both stories were effectually set at
American is 2380 copies.
rest Saturday night by an absolute
9,875 denial from both Governor Plalsted
and Senator Johnson that they conWEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 90,1910.
templated any suoh coarse of action.

Average

for the year of 1910,

Ellsworth’s Opportunity.
reported in full in our news columns, Ellsworth is being considered as
E location for the East Maine ConferAs

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

Killing frosts wen general throughout
the county last week.

seminary, removal of whioh from
This is fair week at Eden. The Eden
fair opened to-day and will continue
Bucksport Is contemplated.
The location of the seminary boro through to-morrow.
would bo of vast benefit to the olty;
of that there can be no question. It , Hancock county’s official vote on the
behooves the people of Ellsworth to prohibition amendment was: “Yea,”2508;
2387—a “wet”
of 256.
ence

majority

oxart themselves as never before that

“No,”

this desired end may be realised.
We do not understand that this
splendid institution, with its glorious
past and its promising fdture, is sotting itself np at auction to bo knocked
down to the highest bidder. The impression left by the gentlemen of the
seminary oommlttoe who visited Ellsworth last week
men of business
aoamen and advanced educational
ideas was that their first considers-

Fall rains having removed immediate
danger from foreet fires, Forest Commissioner Mace has laid oft the fin look-

—

non was

me

rnrare

weuare

or

me

and a location and equipment that will make possible the enlarged scope and advancement of the

seminary,

out men.

James W. Smith, of Ellsworth, sent to
The American office this week a cucumber raised by him, of the Long Green
;variety, which measured sixteen inches in
length, and eleven inchea In circumference.

HANCOCK COUNTY VOTE.

the Four Quesj
tions Submitted.
Below are the complete returns of Hanschool which they have mapped out. cock county on the four questions subEllsworth offers the advantages of mitted to the voters at the special election
a central location geographically, a Sept. 11 as reported to The American by
desirable site In a city of homes, with town clerks. The questions voted upon

perfect sanitary conditions,

unex-

Complete Returns

on

were:

No. 1
Annulment of prohibition
amendment.
No. 2
Constitutional amendment declaring Augusta the seat of government of
The municipal' officers the State.
vancement.
have already voiced this sentiment,
No. 3—To allow citiee of over 40,000 popuand at a mass meeting of the citizens lation to increase debt limit.
whioh will be held at Hancock hall
No. 4—To provide for primary elections.
The vote of the county in full follows.
next Monday evening, opportunity
celled

and assuranoe of a
public sentiment behind the institution whioh would aid its ad-

water,

will be given for a public expression.
But while the oommittee from the
seminary looks first to these things,
it cannot afford to ignore the financial end of it, and it falls to the city of
Ellsworth to make some Inducement
to offset the expense of removal from
Bocksport. It is here that the people
and friends of Ellsworth must exert
themselves to make possible the

bringing

here of this institution.
In this connection it is proper that
the material
they should

oynsider

benefits that the city would derive
from it.
Looked at from a purely
pecuniary potnt of view, it would

expenditure
by the seminary of something tyke
•75,000 for new buildings, a large
part of which would naturally remain in the oity. It would bring to
Ellsworth for a large part of each
year something like 200 students,
and members of the faculty who would
mean

at the outset an

make their permanent

Figuring

homes here.

average expenditure of
•100 for each student, this would
mean the putting in circulation here
annually of some 020,000. In this respect it would be as valuable to the

city

as

a

an

good-sized manufacturing

industry.
But there ore other advantages to
the city to be considered. The city
would doubtlese find it to its advantage financially, as it sorely would
be educationally, to do away with its
high school and make arrangements
with the seminary for the tuition of
its secondary sohool pupils.
Ellsworth pupils would thus have the advantages of a larger sohool than the
olty alone can support, with departments which our high sohool does not
.wt present embrace, such as a com.
eeerclsl coarse, domestic science and
an agricultural department,
which
latter is one of the new departments
Contemplated with the proponed I
•change and enlarged scope of the
eehool. As a fitting sohool for oolk»ge, the seminary already stands
high, and is on the approved list of all
New England colleges.
These are
benefits which oannot be reckoned in
dollars and oents, but are none the
Jess real.
This looks to us Uke a splendid opportunity for the citizens of Ellsworth
to help themselves, and one that demands a heroio effort to meet the requirements of the seminary committee having the matter in hand. The
first step is for the citizens of Ellsworth, men and women, to turn out

meeting next
Monday evening, and by their presence show their hearty good will toward the seminary, and their, desire to

tin

foroe at the mass

have it here.
The Election Huddle,
little more is known now than was
known a week ago as to the actual result of the election on Sept 11. A
large number of clerical

mrpsiaiagly

—

—

Question

No. 1.
Yes No
37
as
Amherst,
14
9
Aurora,
94 149
BluehiU,
88
92
Brooklin,
Buck!port, 198 111
Brooksvle, 89 81
90
78
Caetine,
Cranberry 1,18 18
18
Dedham,
98
Deer Isle,
87
4
85
Eastbrook,
SOI 221
Eden,
Ellsworth, 487 147
43 113
Franklin,
GouldSbore. 79 91
89
93
Hancock.
IsleeuHaut, 18 IS
57
84
Lassoiae,
Mariavllle, 25 11
Mt. Desert, 81 153
81
79
Orlaad,
13
5
Otis,
Penobsoot, 42 97
29
97
Bedgwick,
3IS0
Burry,
Stonlngton, 95 78
193
54
Sullivan,

Sorrento,
8 W Her,
Swan’s Isl

No. 1
No. 8.
No. A
Yes No Yes No Yea No
89
IS
12
88
II
34
10
8
3
6
8
3
88
128
78
78 121
57
89
48
IS
48
SO
27
152
51
87
84 188
45
51
28
81
88
68
5
88
29
91
88
94
18
21
5
5
18
13
7
8
9
18
15
1!
19
61
87
38
40
52
29
28
8
4
21
9
7
472 158 825 210 613
78
890 125 281 307 442
51
107
21
48
40
88
22
78
47
89
52
84
72
98
88
39
49
81
28
19
8
12
8
19
8
29
47
17
19
39
18
s
8
15
7
is
0
139 89
54
87 115
«
81
21
32
87
73
30
14
1
7
3
10
3
88
44
84
33
74
21
49
33
89
35
54
20
21
70
29
23 82
7
73
87
85
847825
98
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Chance* (or Government Job*.
The United States civil service commit
tion announces an examination tor marine Unman, quartermaster’s department
at large, lint district, comprising the New
England states. As a result of this examination certifications will be made to
fill the following vacancies and other
similar vacancies as they may oocur:

Boston, steamer Batchelder, one vacancy
fieo per year; steamer Bchsnck, one vacancy |M> per year; New London, Conn.,
steamer Ayers, one vacancy fHO per year;
steamer Oreene, three vacancies |M0 per
year; and Newport, B. I., launch Smith,
one vacancy, |M0 per year.
No educational teat will be given, and it
will not be neoeassry for applicants to appear for examination. Age limit, twenty
to fifty years, on the date of examina-

tion which is open to all citizens of the
United States.
For the required term 1800, apply at any
custom-house or postoAoe where there is
a local board of examiners, or to Edward
B. BtebWna, district secretary, poetofBoe
building Boston, with whom applications
must ba Hied on or before Sept. 88.

OBITUARY.

NEW MAP OF ELLSWORTH.

MM. IUUMTB ULMKm.

Government Topographic Map of
Elisabeth, widow of Charles Ulmer,
Kllrworth Quadrangle leaned.
died Bonds;, Sept. IT, at the boro* of Chp*.
The engraving ol the new government
Henry B. Holt, when tor sosna weeks
topographic map ol Ellsworth quadrangle,
the had been oared for. She was.
in
with
the
■nrveyed
oo-operatioa
Bta'e, past
of age.
has Jut been completed by the United eighty-on* years
Mrs. Ulmer was a native of Ellsworth,
State* geological survey at Waehington,
on* of tbs nine -children of Eleaser
and the map is available lor distribution. being
and Abigail Whitcomb, whose boms was
This map represents by tar the most
at the Fails. She is survived by two
complete survey ever made ol this section brothers—Octavius
Whitcomb, of Monol the State. It shows so clearly every
and Ool. John F. Whitcomb, of
terey,
Chi.,
feature
ol
the
red
physical
country 00 re
*
this city.
that the character ol any part ol the quadHer husband died at their home in
as
well
the
ol
ae
rangle,
shapes and areas
in 1902. Since his death
the hiMa and valleys, can ilk seen at a Teme, Arisons,
Mrs. Ulmer bad made her home with Ool
glance. The elevation of any particular WhitoonSb
up to within a tew weeks of her
point in the entire area can be easily de- death. She left no children
living. She
termined.
was a woman highly esteemed by her mlaThis relief ol the country la graphically
tives and friends, and her death, Though
ahown by means of brown contour lines,
not unexpected, came as a shock, and her
each one of which represents a certain
less will ba deeply mourned by both relaelevation above the see that Is, the travtives and friends.
eler following the oourae ahown by one of
The funeral was held yesterday at the
these contour linee will go neither up hill
home of her brother, Ool. Whitcomb, Rev.
nor down hill, but on a level.
K. B. Mathews ofBeiallng.
The elevation Indicated by every filth
line is shown by figure* on the map, and
A Mew Growth for Maine.
U la Interesting to determine the heights
ol diBsrent points, by simply counting
|Froa the Lewiston Journal. 1
the contours up or down bom on* ol the
On*
of
the most gratifying features of
marked llnee.
statistical
It is easy to understand bow snob a the present census report is the
that Mew England is once mace
map is ol prime value to the engineer who proof
in population. From 1800down to
may be laying out a railroad or trolley gaining
lass than ten year* ago tbs tide was turnroute, a highway, a drainage or irrigation
to the West and this asetion was steadsystem. In fact, any pieoe ol engineering ing
As
whrk. The water features of the quad- ily decreasing in all its rural sections.
the young men left the farms the produets
rangle, streams, lakes, etc., era shown in
of the soil grew leas for the reason of the
blue, with the same exactness ol outline
as the land features.
In addition to the scarcity of help. Tbe impression became
all over tbs country that New Engtopography, the map shows, in black, all general
had
the works ol manroads, principal bridges, land bad seen its best days and already
beoome decadent. It was a gloomy outtowns, bouses, etc.
The topographic mapping done by the look and seemed to discourage many farmgeological surrey represents the highest era from enlarging their operations.
This westward movement has now practype of geographic work, and the maps
back
show substantially everything as it is on tically ceassd ud the tide is turning
the ground at the time of survey.
In to the soil. Mot only this but the population is actually gaining in spit* of the fact
making the survey of this particular area,
the topographers tramped over practically that the great wave of immigration
touches our shores but awmps on
every portion ol the quadrangle, hun- scarcely
towards the Northwest and tha Booth.
dreds of miles being thus covered.
Permanent iron benchmarks, showing The growth is mostly of native stock
exact elevations, were set at various points which is another of the encouraging
in the quadrangle. The location ol these symptoms. One of the signs of this
marks is indicated accurately on the map, change is tbe practical (Reappearance of
and they can be used lor all time as the the so-called abandoned farm. Thee*
basis tor any further elevation surveys de- have largely beenreclaimed by people who
desire them for 'summer homee but yet
sired.
This sort of map making is a very differ- who cultivate the land. In Massachueetts
extent
ent undertaking from that of constructing alone an exeees of farm crope to the
an average geographical map, which
is of eleven million dollars over ten years
The
census reports.
generally a matter of mere approximation ago is recorded- by
and compilation. Everything on the geo- development in this State bas been still
of
logical survey topographic sheet is exact greater and the per oent. in‘growth
Inpopulation has more than kept
and.troe to nature.
This sheet forms but one small section of tensive cultivation bas had much to do
the great topographic atlas or map of the with the increase of farm prod bets, but
United States which the geological survey there stands the government report that
is making, and which will be the largest the population has also made a healthy
and yet moat detailed map in the world. growth. Better than all else the oenaus
Already nearly nineteen hundred of these has conclusively proven that with sciensheets have beqn completed, covering over tific methods the farms of Maine will yield
larger results and more profits acre for
a third of the country.
In some parts of the country much ol acre than in any other section of the
the work is carried through rough and country, one reason ior mu is our
almost impassable areas, with dense for- proximity to the markets, and this is an
ests, insurmountable precipices, or deep advantage which cannot be overestimated.
The market ia at our very doors and this
morasses.
Hundreds of temporary camps
are made during each field season, at alti- reduces the coet of transportation to the
tudes ranging from above snow line to sea minimum., In many oaaea this coat is almost wholly eliminated, as in the case of
level.
All this work U followed by en enor- summer guests who tbuy nearly all their
food of the nearby fanners. Up to this
mous amobnt of offioe drafting, and tba
task is finally completed in examples of time our farmers have not been able to
copper-plate engraving and lithographic supply the demand for certain products
printing second to no others in the world.' like berries and poultry and supplies are
The cost to the government of these being brought into the State from distant
quadrangle surveys, tor both field and points in New England and Canada. This
offloe work, ranges from fS^OO to PMWO demand will continue to grow by leaps
each; but the maps are sold at only tbs and bounds and a way must be found to
nominal cost of paper and printing
5 supply It from our own farms. This Is
cents a copy or ft a hundred. The geo- one of the great reasons why intelligent
*
logical survey will furnish without ! men are finding their way back to the
charge Index sheets showing all the tope* soil. True, the rural sections hare not
kept pace with the Industrial esntrss in
graphic maps which it has published.
the march of progress but there are several factors that are fast changing this curWhat Dad Wanted.
rent. The rural free delivery and trolley
The wanderer had returned after an abcar are bringing the city and country so
sence of twenty years.
closely together that the line£ of distinc“Dad," he exclaimed, “I have come back tion are
rapidly being swept sway.
with money to burn, and I’m going to
Not only In agriculture bat alao In pom■pend it in chunks right here. The first meroe Maine ia faat
gaining a new standthing to be done is to lift that mortgage
ing among the states. Oar magnificent
from the farm.”
water powers are last coming to be known
“You let that mortgage alone!" angrily
and their yalue appreciated by the busiordered the father. “If I didn’t hev
ness men and manufacturers of the .coun■unthin’ to make me hump myself, 1
v
try, and with their development will coma
couldn’t sleep nights.”
an increased growth in all the cities and
“Then I’ll rebuild this old ramshackle
towns. This meana more mouths to feed
went
on
the
place,"
son, enthusiastically.
and a still greater demand for the products
I’ll
make
it
the
finest
residence in
“Why,
of the soil. A new spirit has awakened
the country.”
and all over our State there ia an optimis“Don’t you touch a stick of this hometic feeling for the future. As nothing sucstead, boy!" and the old man scowled. ceeds like
success, this spirit is bound to
“It was good enough lor my dad and it’s
grow and develop as time goes on. Our
good enough for me.”
men
are faat coming to realise that
“But look here, dad; I’m rich, and 1 young
here is their best opportunity in the fuwant to do eomethieg handsome for you.
ture and for this reason the western fever
Let me put |10,000 worth of live-stock on
has died and paaeefl out of existence. Hera
the farm, won’t youT”
are countless farms that for a generation
“Tarnasbun, no!” It’s all I kin do now have been more or lees
negleoted but
to milk five oowa and look after the
which under modern methods will once
chickens. Don’t you go to upsettin’
more blossom like the rose. Hewarutaathings here."
tures that will yet be filled with lowing
“But cant I do something for you,
herds and broad fields where golden grain
dad?”
will rustle in the breeze. Here will be the
“Nothin’, son.”
home of a happy and prosperous people
“Can’t I build a new barn?”
and where the virtues which abstain a re“That barn’s all right.”
public can bast be nurtured.
“But—but—”
“Wa-al, boy,” broke in the old man,
Fire at Hancock Point.
“if you’re bound and determined to
spend The oottage,'of John Y. Bicker at Hancock
your wealth, I s’poae I’ll hev to give in, Point was burned
last Friday evening.
eeein’ you’ve bin away from us so long."
The fire caught from an exploding kero“flood, dadl What shall it beT"
sene
The
lamp.
oottage of I. K. Stetson,
“Fust time you go to town, you might which adjoined the Bicker cottage, was
saved
with
bring me a corncob pipe.”
difficulty.
The family whioh bad been occupying
the Bicker cottage, left Thursday, and qn
Be—Do you think that your father Friday Mr. ana Mrs. Bicker were there
would offer me personal violf cell I were putting things in order. The lamp exto ask him for youT She—No, but I think ploded on the second floor.
ha will if you don’t pretty soon.

fee.

*
Schedule la Effect Sept. 10, toil.

KABBorf

BAB

■ms’s Thief
We otter One Hundred Dollars Beward for
case
Catarrh
of
that caaaot be cured by
any
Hell's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. OHBNBY h CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last IS years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions sad financially able to carry out any
obligations mads by hU fires.
Wsu>me, Kisweif A Msavre.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cura is takenlnternally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous eurfaoes of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Prise, 1* cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.

Take Hall’s
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stop

on
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Faaornior Ageut.

MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vico Prrotdont A Oonorml

Monster.

PORTLAND. MR.

SMotfscnuntg.

in Sab.
phaeton topbomi

Second-hand

la good condition.
BPOOT
bosW. Ellsworth.
p.

Address "Bcoer

Maine' central

railroad

o.

}

6.00 A. M.

Off NAME CARDS Ib purple cess, latest
style, SI cents, Evqutobi Co., Say Issue, R. I.

TTAY—About 1 tons of Hangartan hay. AdXX dress "A”, cars Ambbicab offlcs, Ellsworth.

Fair

second-hand barber chairs. Inquire
of Caultob 8. Dohhbll, Ellsworth.

CALAIS

Co let
Moore's drug store, Just steeled by B. T. Sow Is; hot water heat and
st. Inquire of B. G. Mooub, Ellsworth.

SFFICE8

over

Wednesday, Sept. 27
day of date

HOUSE on Central street.
to Pbtbss A Kbowltoh, Ells-

Apply
CHILCOTT

worth.
t

—m

.1

Special
TO

TWO

IN-

■■!■■■■

bny,Sept. U,neat
boat painted white. Finder will pi
BOAT—In
O. A.
Me.

work

Blnehill

Round Trip

■■■—

lost

Fare from Ellsworth

race

CnoonnTT, A.hpolnt.

notify

CHantrt.
—Three or « second-hand wood
stores; also 1 coal store. Address, Box
116, Ellsworth.

STOVES

^^^^CAUTIOlf

Returning, special leaves Calais
at 0.00 p. uu, due Ellsworth at
10.00 p.

Moucok

m.
H. D. WALDRON.
Gen’l rut. A|t

NOTICE.

TtifY wits.Bra L. Precthsy, haring

left my
bed and board withaut any lust cause
persons firing her
ciedttfor any amount from this date, as I
shall pay dobs of bar bills.
Jodsob B. Fbbbthhy.
Broohlin, Mains, September it, nil.

Ju.

WANTED: 50 MEN AND WOMEN

therefor, I forbid nil

To Taka Advantage ol Special Offer
Made by O. A. Parcher.

—

Orland Fair.
Orland fair, under the auapioe* of Narramlssie grange, will be held Sept. 27. It
Wednesday proves stormy, it will be held
the first fair day.
Cash premiums are given on neat stock.
A common mystake of local advertisers
There will be a baby show at 2M p. m. is to estimaie the value of
advertising
All are invited to contribute such articles space of one newspaper
by the amount
to the exhibition as will be of interest. A asked by same other publication. It is a
baked-bean dinner will be served. There mistake of judgment for a business man
will be a dance in the evening with music to estimate the value of space in a
repuby Ball’s orchestra, of Bangor. A merry- table newspaper with a good circulation
go-round is expected.
by that of some other publication which
Prof. E. F. Bitching*, of Orono, will ssUl aeeept business at any
price and be
make an exhibit of insects and fungus pleased to get it.—Leavenworth
(Kansas)
diasasas of tbs appla tree.
Times.

TO BAHOOB.

AM

Meant.. ..-de.
Sodthwnt Harbor.

Dr. Groves*

Herb Extract
The world’* standard remedy for'

Asthma, Constipation
and

Dyspepsia,

and (or all diaoaaeaof the blood includ.
ing cancer and rheumatism
PRICE, $i.oo PER BOTTLE
FOB BALI BY

FRED P. BROWN, Ellsworth, Me.

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range

or a

fur-

'‘Clarion", it is
to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Oo*
Bangor. Sold by
a

sore

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

•
constipation and dyspepsia, and get
flfty-oant package at half price, 25 cents.
So positive is he of the remarkable

power of this specific to cure these dir,
aa wall as well as sick headaches
and liver trouble#, that he agrees to refund tbs money to any customer whom
the medicine doss not quickly relieve and

cases

core.

•

With Dr. Howard’* ipeclflc at nun,
too can »at what you want and bare nd
tear of ill ooneeqoenoes. It etrengtheni
tia*

stomach, fire* perfect digestion, regu-

late* the bowel*, creates an appetlt* and
makes Ufa worth the living.
If you cannot eaU at G. A. Parcber
■tore to-day, tend him 25 cents by •»“
and ha wiU send yon a package promptly,

THE—

naee-if it is

O. A. Parcher, the enterprising druggist,
U advertising to-day lor fifty men tnd
women to Uke advantage ot the specitl
half-price offer ha la making on Dr. Howard’a oaiabiated specific for the core ol

'^gTaT Parcber

has been able to.f®0"
to
a limited supply of the epeciflc,
not
great la the demand/and you should
liberal
this
delay taking advantage of
otter he la making this week.

only

Imported Malta Silk
Lace Articles

Eliawokth.

How MIJ

PLUMBING,

WCTBfcO^tuve

ever se«?u

tiieoe

Hof Water Heating, Furnace
Work aod

Jobbing.

Perhaps we may 'interest

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

M.

Twenty Year*’ Experience.

M. Wlohman A Co.,

Springfield,

Personal attention to all detail!. Telephone
or mall order* promptly attended to.

EDWARD F.

BRADY,

Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—4

ELECTRICAL
Pal

■

wmiHO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AND FIXTURES.
... Wktaf mi twla ftnitSi «aa
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ketey Building. State at.SlUworth

BLUWOBTH

Steam Lamdry aid Bath Rooms.
••mo

PAT. wo

Wastsb."

H. B. RSTIY A
la tey Building. BtaMBt.

CO.,

Wm. O.

Maas.

EMERY

TITLES

*—t .1

AU Slade of laundry work dose at abort
Goode nailed tor aad dell rend.

you in nee

toys for the children, a CkttacMr v

aotlea

BU* worth. Me

■LLMTOfTTH,

***!«■

**>»tr*'*I
j
a" »M

Isarehae made and
and ooplaa ftirnlehad
notion, and at MMfiUU

OFFICII

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK,
•TATI

Tddfa,

j

m-tfit*.*

20 Post Cards for

1 fU

IUV

^—^——^——

"ellswobth’s

chance.

NEW BOOKS.

Vt&icttMmfRto.

GREEK LAKE.

Recent Addition to Ellsworth’s ExMrs. M. Black la visiting Mrs. Hiiam
E. M. o. SEMINARY MAT MOVE
cellent Public Library.
Patton.
The
from bookspobt.
following It • list of book* nosntly
Dipt. Horace F. Lord has bought a horse,
sdded to tbs Ellsworth
lour yean old.
public library:
bOOKUW TOWABD KXSWOBTH Afl A Hawthorne’s Works (11 vols)
Notwithstanding the inclement weather
Heines’ Work* ,'11 vole)
MAM
DE8IRABLB LOCATION
Saturday, many visited the lake.
Children's library (10 vols)
MEETING NEXT MONDAY.
Mrs. Gut Danloo, of Ellsworth, visited
* BookloT,r’
P»f T M Parrott
A Little Land and a
Llrlnp,
Bolton Hall her daughter, Mrs. B. Higgins, recently.'
Conference
Maine
East
The
seminary, Greece,
Fullylove and M’Clymont
Madison Garland and Winnie Moore are
(or enlarging the scope
in line with plane
Canada,
Martin and Campbell
is
employed at the Green Lake hatchery.
removal
from
considering
school,
the
of
Iren* A. Wright
The buildings there are The West In the Hast,
The water ot the lake still continues to
Bucksport.
Price Collier
inadequate (or the needs of the school in By Desert Ways to Bagdad,
Louisa Jebb fall, which it a detriment to business. The
the dam still remain open on BunIdeal Italian Tour,
Henry James Forman jatea at
the immediate future, and would hare to
Seeing Europe by Automobile,
be rebuilt to give anything like a modern
Lee Meriwether
building equipment. Even then they China s
MARINE LIST.
Story,
Wm Elliott OriBea
would be lacking in some Of the require- California Under
=-i
and
Spain
Mexico,
demanded by the enlarged
of

Pleasing Results

—

!

■

scope
Eilaworth ia being
location
tor
the
considered
aohool,
sod offers advantage# which are recogcommittee
the
the
matter
having
nized by
in hand.
At a meeting of the seminary trustees a
few weeks ago, a committee on “perma-

Irving Berdine Blchman
The French Revolution.
Hilaire Belloc
A Guide to English
H W Eicon
History,
The Irish Nationality,
Mrs J B Greene
Origin and Growth of American

raos«antsatlon, scope,
nent location,
buildings and equipment’’ was appointed.
which
completed its orThis committee,
ganization at a meeting in Ellsworth last
Bar. George A.
Friday, is as follows:
Martin, Bangor, chairman; Hon. A. E.
Irving, Presque late, secretary; Bev. Dr.
j. W. Hatch, Bangor; Bav. Dr. H. B. Haskell, Eilaworth; Hon. Parker Spofford,
Bucksport; Bav. Frederick Palladioo,
Bangor; R. B. Stover, Bucksport, and
President F. E. Bregdjn, Bucksport, ex-

Modern Geography,

ments
the school

propoaed.
as

a

offUio.
COMMITTEE VISITS BUAWOBTH.

Sir
Business of Congress,
V*r; Its Alleged Benellts,

The New Art of Flying,
Polar Exploration,

_

Courtenay

P Iibert
Samuel W McCall
j Novlcow
Marlon 1 Newbegln

Waldemar KaempBert
w s Bruce

Memoirs of Benvenuto Cellini.
Donatello,
a G Meyer
Duke of Argyll,
Antohiography and Memoirs
The Pntrleian,
John Galsworthy
•>
The Country House,
The Long Roll,
Mary Johnston
Queed,
Henry Syduor Harrison
An Ardent American,
Mr* Rnesell Oodman
Defender of the Faith,
Marjorie Bowen
The Prodigal Judge,
Vaughan Raster
Adventure,
Jack London
Neighbor, Unknown,
Charles O D Roberts
Some Nature Biographies,
Evolution of Plants,
Farm Dairying,

John F Ward
Dr D H Soott
Laura Rom
J B Halllgan

induoed through
This committee
the Eilaworth Merchants’ association to
visit Eilaworth last Friday, and look over Fundamentals of Agriculture,
the situation with tha view of loeating Chemistry of Food and Nutrition,
B C Sherman
the seminary here. The foil committee
World Literature,
Riohard G Moulton
wu present and was mat and entertained
Sea Power in It* Relation to the War of 1*11,
while here by a oommittee of tha MerCaptain A T Mahan
chants’ association, consisting of W. A. Story of the Civil War,
John Oodman Ropes
Alexander, chairman; Boy C. Haines, sec- Revolutionary War and the Military
F V Greene
Policy of the United States,
retary; H. B. Estey, E. F. Robinson, jr.,
and W. E. Whiting.
This committee, appointed at a recent
COUNT BIRD VALUES.
meeting of the Merchants’ association
Kansas City Congress
with that authority, had secured bonds on
Birds Conserve Woods, Waters and Fields.
desirable property tor the location of
New York, Sept. 16-Planning the first
the seminary, and was prepared to show
this to the seminary committee. The scientific and comprehensive oensns ol the
bird and animal Ills of the United States
members of the visiting committee were
nation’s most valuable
met at the station Friday with automo- as one of the
biles, and made a careful view of the natural resources, delegates from the
property. They unhesitatingly expressed Nationsl association of Audubon societies
their approval of the site as most desira- are to-day taking a prominent part in the
ble, it it was decided to move to Ella- activities of the third national conservaworth. The site proposed is on Beal tion congress that has been called at
It commands a wide view of the Kansas City.
avenue.
Federal control of migratory birds and
city and far down the rivdb and bay; it is
most convenient to the station and the state reguletion of the sale of game are
business and residential part of the city, two special objects that the Audubon
and there is land enough for the needs of workers are striving to attain through
their active co-operation in the national
the seminary.
After a view of the land, the members work for the cause of conservation. At
of the visiting committee took a general the request of Gifford Pinchot and other
view of the city, and then held a meeting leaders in this movement, the association’s
at the Hancock house, where organization conservation committee will continue this
was perfected aa stated above.
The com- work, which it has carried on in co-operamittee of the Merchants’ association also tion with other organizations interested
met at the Hancock bouse, and later the in the saving of the lumber, land, water
committees held a Joint meeting and dis- and mineral resources of the land.
cussed the matter pretty thoroughly.
Following the great gathering of confrom the
Neither committee was prepared to servationists, a delegation
make or to accept at this time a definite national Audubon organization is considproposition. The seminary committee ering a tour of the middle West to continue its demonstration of the fact that
was most desirous to know the sentiment
of the city regarding the location of the protection of the peBt-destroying birds is
school here. With this object in view, an important factor in conserving the
the Merchants’ association committee re- fields, woods and streams of the continent.
quested a special meeting of the municipal That the national wealth is being affected
officers and school board, for the purpose by the market butchery of the country’s
of laying the proposition before them and waning game supply, is also being urged.
In the field of the conservation of vital
getting their expression.
resources, the preservation of the shore
CITY OOVHMMUrr APPROVES.
birds, that check plague and pestilence in
This meeting was held Monday evening.
their natural function of scavengers and
The mayor, Aldermen Eldridge, Smith,
mosquito destroyers, is shown to be esAustin and Brady and the full school
sentially necessary.
board were present. Mr. Alexander, chairAction toward making Uncle Bam the
man of the Merchants’ association comguardian of the economically valuable
mittee, submitted the matter to the board hosts of birds that wing their way over
about aa stated above. Mr. Whiting, of
separate states, where protective legislathe committee, also spoke, suggesting a
tion differs and is often lacking, is exvote of approval by the municipal officers
pected from the national conservation
as all that could be done at this time.
congress, that has already endorsed this
W. H. Titus, chairman of the school idea at its convention in St. Paul last year.
board, submitted the following as the per- It is also believed that the thousands of
tonal expression of the members of the
delegates gathered from every state in the
school board in regard to the looation here anion will return to their homes prepared
of the seminary:
to pash legislation looking to the increase
Whereat, It la understood that the East of bird life, that has for years been urged
Maine Conference seminary might be located
by the Audubon workers.
in Ellsworth, be it
“Crops, trees, waterways and almost
Retolved, That we personally endorse the
other source of this nation’s wealth
idea of the location of the seminary in Ells- every
and prosperity are influenced to more or
worth, and further be it
the birds which we are
Retolved, That, with the approval of a ma- less extent by
of the citizens of Ellsworth, we would
working to save from extinction,” says T.
was

:

Parliament,

Constitution.
Hannls Taylor

—

|

|

I

jority

enter iigo arrangements with said seminary
to teach, under contract, high school students
of Ellsworth.
W. H. Titus, chairman,
E. K. Hopkins,
E. J. Walsh,
%
Superintending school committee of Ellsworth.

from the school
aooepted by the city government and ordered recorded.
The city government then unanimously
passed the following:
This communication

fconrd

v

Gilbert Pearson, who was chosen to represent at Kansas City the National association of Audubon societies. “One of the
greatest problems, therefore, in connection with the conservation of our national
resources is the preservation ol the wild
bird life of the

Country.”

was

Shoulders’ Carriage.
One of the most important features in
the building of a good figure is the shape
and carrying of the shoulders.
alboard
of
Whereat, The mayor and the
The shoulders and chest have an “exdermen of the city of Ellsworth are in special
pression,” and they communicate persession assembled, be it
sonality more than is recognized by any
Retolved, That aaid mayor and said board
but a student.
-of aldeftnan do hereby heartily and enthusiThe habit of folding the arms is a perastically endorse the proposed establishment
of the East Maine Conference seminary in the nicious one, and it will be noticed that a
iB especially
city of Ellsworth, and be it farther
person with a weak heart
Retolved, That said mayor and said board prone to indulge it, the supposition being
indi*
of aldermen pledge their official and
that holding /the arms in this fashion lifts
vidual support to the Institution when so es- the
weight from the heart:
tablished.
C. H. Lbland, Mayor,
In Bitting, the chest should always be
Obobob P. Smith,
raised and the feeling there should be Is

■

■

■

A

The

here than at any other store.

more

PORTO RICAN MOLASSES
Golden colored table and cook-

New York
West Sulliyan-Ar

ing

Sept 14, sch M B Wellington
Sid Sept 19, sch Mery B Wellington, N Y
Sid Sept 30, sch Rawbsrt W for Rockland
Southwest Harbor—Sid Sept 9, sch Fannie
Hodgkins; sch Lizzie Lee
Ar Sept 15, sch Lois V Chaples from St
Stephen, N B, for Fall Hirer, cargo lumber
Ar Sent 1A sch Georg# M Warner, Boston
for N 8 (light); soh Adelia T Carlton, Sullivan for New York, cargo staves
Bess Harbor—In port Sept 18. soh Revenue;

Per

45®

1

daughter.
Ellsworth, Sept IS, to Mr and Mrs
Alpheus Crosby Lyon, a son.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, Sept8, to Mr and Mrs
Emery J Powers, a son.
SANBORN—At Brooksville, Sept 18. to Mr
end Mrs Eugene Sanborn, a son. [Levi
Devereux.|
SAWYER—At Bucks port. Sept 11, to Mr and
Mrs Lyman Sawyer, a daughter.
WARDWELL— At Penobscot, Sept 9, to Mr
and Mrs Frank S Ward well, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Nortb Brooksville, Sept 16, to Mr
and Mrs Henry Yonng, a daughter.

1

pkg. Cream of Wheat,

is

Nothing

1 bar
17c
1

3 lbs.

so

gallon,

...

LAST

Bulfc Starch,

.15

Oolong Tea,

Karo Corn

i

.20

Syrup,

.10

All for

W

20c

.01

Sunny Monday Soap,

81.77

No articles changed. Complete order must be taken.

CHANCE

large package of the old reliable QUAKER OATS at the greatly reduced
price of 19 cents. Regular 25c family size.
The reputation, honesty and quality wrapped in each package are known to all.
Last chance! Better take heed! You cannot duplicate this offer again, for rolled
oats are much higher. OPEN UNTIL THE FIRST OF OCTOBER.
buy

to

a

J. A. Haynes, Cash Grocer
“Where your friends trade."

,

|$JgE

Carles’

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Manufacturer ot

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
ot every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

NOW CLOSING

Commission JHerrfjants.
Tbe advertisements below represent some of
the leading bouses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

THE NEXT EDITION of the

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

HENNERY EGGS
We make a specialty ot them.
SHIP US YOURS

prices

We guarantee highest

prompt

and

closes

returns.

We also handle produce of all kinds
Market quotations and shipping
'cards sent upon request.

on

SEPT. 30,1911

References—Any Arm In our line in Boston, aleo the Beacon Trust Co,

BRYANT & ORDWAY Co.
Commission Merchants and Receivers
of General Produce.
FisauiL Hall Market
MASS.
BOSTON,

To

Barks Herbs

That have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
aa
purifying and enriching the blood,
they are combined In Hood's Sarsa_

40,366 testimonials received by actual
count In two years. Be sure to take

or
Get It today in usual liquid
chocolated tablets called Snrantaba.

Ellsworth Shippers. SEND US

APPLES
POTATOES,
BERRIES
FANCY HENNERY EdOS.
—

*

Top Market Price*.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOU8E.
CHAPIN BROS.,
107-109 So. Market St., Boston.
We will send market
tree
stencil.
Ask lor
quotations ou request.

If you desire to have your
name appear in this book, you
must give your order for Telephone Service AT ONCE.
0

Call up, free of charge, or drop a postal to our Local Manager
in your town, and an agent will be sent to visit you.

LAWRENCE & CO.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
form

Established 1863

Wholesale.

Commission

OULTRY. BOOS, FRUIT.

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Beetoa, Mass
Fanenll Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Hay Wanted
W. J. PHELPS,

THE

Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mass.
Beacon Trust Co.

Reference:

j
i

BEAL School of

professional Carta.'

^RTcrSTaouf,

Edwabd F. Bbadt.

Dentist,

Bangor,
2,

advertisMany advertisers forget that
is v#ued acing space in a newspaper
cording to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a Journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout oiroulation

reeulte, and without

OFFICE :
Hammond St

Office hours

:

Maine.

BANQOR,
••the:

school,

Shorthand,

MAINE.

for

Results"

Thorough and individual instruction. Graduates assisted to positions.
Mary E. Beal. Principal.
Send for catalog and testimonials.

RESIDENCE:
8L

26 Fourteenth
S to 12.16 ; 1 to a

Evening* by appointment

Fox

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

TYPEWRmN(L*ACCODNTfNQ

AND
GENERAL dLEKICAL WORK.
PortAgent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., ofBonds
land, lor lurnlahlng Probate and Surety

there
results the money which the advertiser Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
invests is lost -Leavenworth (Kansas) Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Mcore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
Timas.
no

can

fattening for a pig

over half
sugar.
sugar. Not even corn or meal
compares with it. Bring your jug
to be filled.

JO

Soda,..61

M lb. Formosa
1

-.28.

bag Salt,.JO

Molasses is

as

Per

Roots

be

“

.33

•>

qts. Yorfcstate pea Beans,

FEED MOLASSES

MARRIED.

ean

Special Coffee,

.49

3

1

SAXON WHEAT FOODS
Fresh stock, good value. Contains a valuable piece of china.
Per package,
15c

LYON-At

lisher may demand.

Bag first quality FlouV,

1 lb.

...

Pfknklin.
GREEN—At Deer Isle, Sept 11, to Mr and Mrs
Martin V B Green, a son.
HANNA—At East Sullivan, Sept 18, to Mr and
Mrs Dallas H Hanna, twins —a son and

3trt>efbennnu&»

...

GRAHAM FLOUR (Schumacker’s)
Nutritious, wholesome.
5 lb. bag,

GOODWIN—HULBBRT—At Ellsworth, Sept
17. by Bev P A A Killam, Mrs Mary E Goodwin, of Ellsworth, to Reuben 8 Halbert, of

BURNS—At West Eden, Sept 15, Eben Barns.
COOK—At West Sullivan, Sept 18, Hazel
Catherine, infant daughter of Rev and Mrs
C E Cook, aged 10 months.
GILES—At Aurora, Sept 14, Greenleaf P
Giles, aged 75 years, 8 days.
JONES—At Brooklin, Sept 17, James T Jones,
aged 57 years.
North Bluehill, Sept 19,
8AUNDER8—At
James L Saunders, aged 84 years, 10 months,
15 days.
ULMER—At Ellsworth, Sept 17, Elizabeth,
widow of Charles Ulmer, aged 81 years.
WHITTAKER—At Augusta, Sept 1, John D
Whittaker, of Franklin, aged 71 years.

Older No. 3.

better

price.

cooking and shorten-;
ing compound.
Large size pail,
$1.33
Medium size pail,
58c

OECCI—At Stonington, 8ept 18, to Mr and
Mrs B Cecci, a daughter. [Mary.]
CONDON-At South Brooksville, Sept 15, to
Mr and Mrs Irving Condon, a daughter.

DIED.

gallon,

Nothing

Special Combination

The ideal

BORN.

ABEL—WEBB—At North Sulliyan, Sept 11,
by Bev C E Cook, Miss Mary S Abel to Bernard K Webb, both of North Sullivan.
CONNERS—SCOFIELD—At South Gouldsboro, by Rev E 3 Drew, Miss Vera Conners,
of Milbrldge, to Carlton Scofield, of Gouldsboro.
DANICO— MITCHELL-At Bar Harbor, Sept
18, by Ralph H Kingsley, esq, Clara B
Danico to Charles E Mitchell, both of Bsr
Harbor.
DUNHAM-GRINDLE—At Surry, Sept 9, by
Rev E L Carter, Miss Leone F Du imam, of
North Penobscot, to Alton P Grindle, of
East Orland.
GBAY-GBAY-At West Sedxwick, Sept 17,
by George M Staples, esq. Miss June Gray,
of Brooksville, to Montel 8 Gray, of Sedgwick.
JEWETT—CROSBY—At
Bangor, Sept 15,
Miss Helen Jewett, of Amherst, to Herbert
B Crosby, of Aurora.
PBEBLE—HODGKINS—At North Sullivan.
Sept 11, by Rev C E Cook, Miss Myra
Minnie Preble, of East Sullivan, to Fred
Fremont Hodgkins, of West Gouldsboro.
SMITH—M’DEVITT—At Ellsworth, Sept 16
by John H Brimmer, esq, Miss Leona E
Smith, of Cherryfield, to Adford McDevitt,
of Ellsworth.
x
MEANS—STANLEY—At Winter Harbor, 8ept
16, by Rev E 8 Drew, Miss Annie Louise
Means, of Sedgwick, to Earl Augustus Stanley, of Sutton.
WEST-HANCOCK—At North Sullivan, Sept
18, by Rev C E Cook, Miss Fannie West, of
Steuben, to Grover M Hancock, of East
Sullivan.<
YOUNG—HUTCHINS—At North Brooksville,
Sept 16, by Rev J N Palmer, Miss Milicent
L Young to
Archie
Hutchinson, both
of Brooksville.

molasses.

at any

COTTOLENE

port Sept 9, sch Winchester

f. A. Austin,

t

buys

SWEET POTATOES.
Beet quality, good size, 8 lbs., 25c

J. P. Eldbidgb,

that the shoulder blades are meeting in
the back.
When walking, the back of the neck
MAAS MEETING CALLED.
should be kept close to the back of the
Next Monday evening a general mass
collar. This is a good role, and the young
meeting of the people of Ellsworth will be man or woman who has had this preached
held at Hswpock huD, for a public expreeat them in childhood will be saved much
■ion on the desirability of the locution
mortification later in life.
here of the echool. That there will be eny
It is a painful thing to see the number
division of opinion on thie point-cannot
of children slouching along in an unbe oonceivcd, bnt It U important that the
a
graceful and slovenly walk, whloh just
people of Ellaworth ihonld expreaa their few words from their elders would corthe
at
attendance
hearty approval by
rect.
immeeting.
The carriage of the cheat haa an
the shape of the
portent influence on
“My wife and myself had another fool- shoulders, and in walking or sitting the
Uh quarrel.” “What about.” “About
forward
cheat should be carried more
—bare we would go if we had money
than the other parts of the anterior body.
-enough to travel.”

people that buy groceries with care and thought—that realize the difference
between a good and a poor value invariably come to Haynes.

Your dollar

Franklin-Sld Sept 14, sch Adelia T Carltonr

parilla.

.Pleased Customer.

a

■

Ellsworth Port.
Ar Sept lS, sch Lulu W
Eppes, Salem
Bid Sept 14, sch Ann C Stuart, Northeast
Harbor, nriok# for H B Phillips
81d Sept 30, sch Lulu W Eppes. Bayside,
finish loading for Salem, Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co
Hancock County Porte.
•

soh C<mnette
Bar Harbor—In

Haynes Customer is

Trapping

Also Mink, Coon and other
animias taken with success
Methods.
with the Page
Fully warranted; land, snow
water sets. Stamp for testimonials and terms. Bait for
■ale in pint, quart and twoquart Ian; fox scent in pint
EDGAB R. PAGE,
Or land, Maine.

jan.

COUNTY NEWS.
NORTH

SULLiVAN.

Frank M. Gordon viaitad a friend at
Frankfort last week, and attended Monroe
fair.
Alvah Blaisdell, Clyde Robertson and
Harry 'Merchant attended the fair at St.
Stephen, N. B.
Mrs. Jernsha Tripp and Mrs. Howard
Gordon were guests of Mrs. Charles Butler
last

Wednesday.

Hollis Bowden and a school friend, Bert
Miles, left last week for Maine Central
institute, Pittsfield.
MissS. Ellen Hall attended t'he fair at
Cherry field last week, and visited her
grandmother, Mrs. R. M. Hall, at Har-

Mrs. W. F. Hatching* will apoompeny them tot a visit.
Herbert Hodgkins, ot Waterville is here
B.

tor

a

short vacation.

Miss Edith C. Rice attended the M. B.
reunion at East Surry last Friday.
Mrs. Lucy Coombs, ot Portland, has
been a visitor at the home ot Rev. W» H.
Rice.

COUNTY NEWS.
HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Georgs Grant was a guest of her
sister, Mrs. W. A. Alexander, at Ellsworth
last weak.
Mrs. Sampson has returned to Washington, D. C.

before going Into ■
tor treatment.

hospital

in Portland

Guy Cols has finished his employment
at Grindstone inn, and is clerking tor L.
P. Cole.
Mrs. Amelia B. McFarland, of Hancock
Point, was a guest ol relatives hare last
week.

Mias Blanche Deaay, ol Bar Harbor, has
been a guest tor the week ol her grandlather, Daniel Deasy.

Mrs. Grace Baldwin returned to Boston
Mrs. Harley Hodgkins, ot Marlboro, and Thursday.
Mias Bard, ot Dorchester, Maas., have
Mr. Van Dyke left for his home in KitMrs. Arthur Strout, ol Winter Harbor,
been visiting at Mrs. C. M. Stratton’s.
was a recent guest ol her parents, A. R.
tery Point Saturday.
Fred
Rev. W. H. Rice and wife, Capt.
Mr. Shaw left Friday for Orono to take Joy and wife.
Hodgkins and wife, D. D. Hodgkins and the U. of M. examination.
Mrs. J. N. Blancs, who has been clerkto
Bluehili
went
to
Miss Jennie Hodgkins
Mr. MacKenxie left tor Prineeton, N. J., ing lor L. P. Cole during the summer, has
attend the meetings of the Baptist associawinter.
Saturday. He will attend Princeton col- gone to Washington, D. C,, for the
tion.
this tall.
feRev. Thomas Van Ness, ol Boston,
The marriage ot Harold C. Robertson lege
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby have returned to preached in Union church Sunday mornEllen Flint took place at
and Miss

Mary
Meriden, Conn., Wednesday, Sept. 6. Mr. Philadelphia.
William Maxwell baa returned to school
Will R. Havey, wife and little daughter Robertson was a popular teacher of the
and wife,
at Lawrence, Mass.
Dorothy P Francis Stanley
high school here in 1907-8.
H.
George Havey and wife and Mrs. Louise
Sept. 18.
Mrs. Maxwell haa gone to New York.
Hooper went to Bethel, Vt., last Tuesday,
Howard Nichols returned to Bangor
SUNSET.
to visit Austin Havey and wife.
ill Monday.
been
both
wife
have
and
T.
Small
A.
acof
Rumtord
Falls,
Mrs. Nellie Gray,
Mis* Hazel Bragdon, who haa been
week.
companied by her niece, Mrs. Lula Camp- the past
working at the Tarratin* thia summer,
last
in
town
visited
E. Snowden and son Roy are working at
bell, ot Lewiston,
has returned to Franklin.
week. Mrs. Gray was a former resident the Settlement quarry.
Mias Laura Lally, who haa been visiting
of this town, and many frienda were
Mrs. W. C. Benson, with daughter BesMr. and Mrs. Haalam, returned to Otis
pleased to greet her.
sie, ot Camden, is visiting her parents.
Tuesday.
Monday evening, Sept. 11, Mary 8. Abel
Fred Small and George Coolen are workMr. Hamlin has returned to New York.
and Bernard K. Webb were quietly marin the sardine factory at Stonington.
ing
The Tsrratine houaa will dose for the
ried at the Methodist parsonage by Rev.
Small and L. B. Cole are painting
W.
H.
season Sept. 30.
C. E. Cook. Both young people are well
Prof. Southworth’s cottage at Salmon
known and popular, and hosts of friends
The lobster season Is on, and Mr. Crabpoint.
extend congratulations.
tree and Mr. Harley report Rood catches.
Dr. A. D. Small, of Freedom, recently
rewife
were
and
Horace Newingham
Mr. Bartlett has returned to Bangor.
loet hie hern and all its content* by fire.

rington.

_

ing to a good-sized congregation,
withstanding the stormy weather.
The W. F. Bruces

not-

entertained at tea

Saturday night tor Mias Bertha Lewis, ol
Jackson, Mich., which was followed in
the evening by a card phrty.
C.
Sept. 18.
_

ATLANTIC.
Miss Marion Trask is taking
music in Rockland.
at

s

course

in

Mrs. Elwilda Stanley is in the hospital
Rockland for treatment.
Maynard Joyce, of Salem, Maas., is vis-

iting his lather, L. B. Joyce.
Mn.

William

health, la very

Burns,

woo

it

in

poor

COUNTY NEWS.
MT. DESERT.

/

Georg* F. Arnold, who he* been away
the peat two weak*, returned Friday.
Mlaa Ada Rlehardaon left laat week lor

employed Id o drug-etore,

la no» ,ble

gut around, hot la still very wsek.
Un.

Starting Barbour, o(

West'stoning,
olnl

toa, woo a gaeet et the home
brother, L. B. Stinson, this week
Sept.

"

*

U.__

SEAL HARBOR.
Horry Conary spent the pest week
“*
Pearl Inland, ot Trenton, waa the gueat Harrington.
on*
W.
S. Brown,
Pearl MoCree Is attending high
ot hla daughter, Mr*.
school
001
at Northeast Harbor.
day laat week.
Babara Stinson has returned to
Ml*. Kate Pray and two children, who
kent-.1 I
ha* spent two weeks in Bristol visiting Hill to attend school.
U. A. Jenkins and wile, are home.
Elisabeth Maoomber has
returned to0
G. W. Pierce and wile, who have had her school Id Watervllle.
returned
the Acorn cottage for the eeaaon,
Prof. Sedgwick is baring extensive
im.
to their home in Cambridge, Maas.,Friday. prove manta made on his house.
Mrs. Katie K. Day, who baa epent the
Edgar Pung left Thursday for Boston
laat two months in Mt. Desert with rela- where he wlU have
employment lor thi
where
she
to
have
Brewer,
gone
winter.
tive*,
lived.
formerly
Mrs. P. A. Oonery and daughter
Jennie
Among summer people who left the past and Lealie and Artnur McCrae are spend’
week are Horace Leavitt and wife, Walter ing a week with Mrs. I. M.
Conary
Qilpatnck and wife, Mr. and Mra. Christ, Surry.
and Joseph Jaation and wife.
Sept.
18._Kkx.
Richmond Homes, ot Boston, Is at his
ISLE AU HAUT.
old home, the Borne* house. The Somes
Mattie Boblneon has gone to Rockland
bouse will remain open till Oct. 1. It
high school.
haa bad a busy aeaaon.
Addle Robineon hee gone to
Mrs.
Zelpbia Marcye* ana aaagnier,
Brunswick
Georgia Nash, of Brooklyn, N. Y., bare to attend high echool.
been here the past week visiting Mrs. DenSchool commenced Sept. 11, Miss
Clan
sie Somes. Tbeir old friends were glad to Webstar, of Vlnnlhaven, teacher.
see them after an absence of several years.
Carpenters from Uocklend are putting
Martin Larray and daughter Gladys, of cloak and eoat rooms io the new school,
last
few
were
bora
a
days
house.
Draont, Mam.,
week. All were glad to see him. Much
Rev. Lewis Elhuff ended bis duties as
of
death
for
the
sympathy was expressed
peator of the chnroh here Sunday, Sept, 10,
was
Miss
Bha
bis wife a few months ago.
and want to Rockland Thursday.
Nellie Bearey.
A few summer guests remain loath to
H.
Bept. 18.
leave tbs wholesome sir end sea breezes
which prevail here, end the beautiful auSOUTHWEST HARBOR.
tumn weather.
Mm. A. W. Clark attended the Baptist
1
18.
Ct
association meeting* at Bluehill last

Farmington, where ehe will attend normal
eehool.

Improved.
Miseee Vita Joyce and Hasel Stockbridge are teaching at Hnrricane Island.
cent guests of N. H. Williams and wile
A heavy treat Thursday night did much
There was a small insurance.
Mrs. B. B. Thatcher has dosed her cotMr.
and
and took in the Cherryfleld fair.
for the summer, and returned to Ban- damage to gardens and cranberry marabae.
la
a
tage
Robbins
has
bnilt
chimney
Timothy
home.
Mw. Williams accompanied them
Mtaaes Goldie Stapiee and Beetle Joyce
owned by J. E. Small, which haa gor.
They will take a trip through Aroostook the house
rented to Willard Mathews.
Mr. Crocker, of Bangor, spent last week have gone to Chetine to attend normal
oountv by automobile before they return. been
school.
Mrs. G. Weeley Smith, of Buckaport, at his oottage.
i
Hazel Catherine, infant daughter dt
death of her
Mrs. Walker has returned to Bangor.
Quite a number of aammer visitors are
Bee. C. E. Cook and wife, died Wednes- who was called here by the
to enjoy the beautiful Septemlingering
been 'brother, Winslow Richardson, returned
one had
The
little
G.
Clark
has
returned
to
13.
Mrs.
J.
Bangor.
day, Sept.
week.
ber weather.
PRETTY MARSH.
delicate from birth, and preparations were home Monday.
Mrs. Boutells, who has spent the sumHenry Clark left Friday lor Boston to
StDia.
18.
E.
and
Deacon
Rev.
J.
Whitmore
remove
to
to
Sept.
Torrsy
made
the
parents
by
being
mer at the Tarratlne, has returned 10 BanWork on the Bowker job is
and
Jesse
Parbis
being
nephews, George
attended the meeting of the Baptist asso- Join
California for the benefit of the child’s
gor.
DEER ISLE.
poshed.
ker, on a vacation trip.
ciation at Bluehill this week.
health. Bronchial pneumonia set in, and
the
School
will
Miss
who
has
26
with
Mr. Solly
begin Sept.
May Eltlng,
spent
Allred Mayo, ol Saco, with bis little
Hugh C., little son of Edward Marshall
the end came quickly. Many friends
Alfred Joyce and wife are at home on a
summer at the Maxwell oottage, returned
died Saturday.
spent last week with hia ss teacher.
sympathize with the parents in their bevacation, attar an absence of three years. daughter,
to New York Monday.
Harvey P. Freeman is at R. L. Smith’s
mother, Mm. Jacob Mayo.
Mrs. H. W. Small arrived home from
reavement. The little one was ten montlfc
They have employment in Portland.
Mias Lord spent Wednesday in EllsKent’s Hill Wednesday.
old.
Mrs. Edgar Robbins returned Thursday tor a short stay.
his
William
E.
Stock
bridge
brought
worth.
M.
There srill be a pie social at the schooltrom the Bar Harbor hospital, where she
Sept. 18.
Mrs.| Frank Gross went to Atlantic
daughter Vilda from Portland last week.
Mias Enldie Young spent a few days
had been successfully treated lor appendi- bonse Friday evening, directly after the
to visit friends.
Thursday
for
in
the
children’s
She
has
been
hospital
EAST SULLIVAN.
with her mother, Mrs. Charles C. Young,
citis.
evening service.
treatment three years.
Capt. Walter Haskell, who has been sailMrs. E. W. Hill, of Bar Harbor, was a
In Trenton last week.
Mills last
Mias Lillie Stelmeche, of Brooklyn,
with
left
Jesse
Daniel
Lawton
arrived
racer
out
of
New
S.
a
16.
London,
ing
Sept.
guest of the Hills over Sunday.
Mr. Hurley will close his flsh market
week to enter Kent's Hill academy, where N. Y., who bee spent her vacation with
home Friday.
SALISBURY COVE.
John S. Moran and wife, of fioxbury.
this week.
Mills has already taken two year* ot the her aunt, Mrs. Allen Smith, returned
Jasper Haskell, who has been employed
home Saturday.
Mass., are in town on their annual vaca- in
Bcbool commenced Monday, Sept. 11, course.
James Hill, of Virginia, arrived at the
Boston, is visiting his mother, Mrs.
tion.
Point Wednesday for a few days.
taoght by Miaa Addle Hart.
Dr. Charles Cook, ol South Berwick, is
George RumiU, who has been at work at
Lids Haskell.
Everett Dunbar and sister, Mrs. Lillian
Miss Margaret Rich attended the fair at spending a week with his parents, C. E. the Urindia term at Oak Hill, finished
Miss Hilda Hodgkins left for New York
Dr. G. A. Wheeler has closed his dental
He will attend high
Cooper, were reoent guests of Mrs. Eliza- office and returned to
week.
Cook and wile, where hia wile and in- work there Friday.
Cambridge, Mass., Wednesday to resume an engagement as St. Stephen, N. B., last
beth Dunbar.
Mias Susie Haynea DeLaittre is attend- fant son are st present. Mrs. Cook has ecbool at Somesvlile.
pianist with a ladies’ orchestra in Keith’s
for the winter.
Mrs. Dallas H. Hanna presented her
returned from a visit to her sister at Cran0.
Sept. 18.
circuit.
ing the Bar Harbor high school.
Mrs. Alma Wood, of Stonlngton, is
Isles.
husband with twins, a girl and boy, SatMiss Annie Forrier has returned to BanR. B. Hamor, of Bangor, was here last berry
the week with her cousinB, Lucy
spending
DEER
NORTH
ISLE.
urday morning.
Schools here opened Sept. 11. Principal
week to attend the Hamor reunion.
gor.
and Rachel Haskell.
Mrs. A. G. Haskell is visiting in Boston.
ol Lisbon Falls, is in charge ol the
Sympathy is extended to Rev. Clinton
Hex.
18.
Mrs. Wing has returned to Bangor.
Mrs. Chester Johnson, with her chil- Taylor,
Sept.
E. Cook and wife, in the death of their
Mrs. Charlene Lowe left for Portland
school, Miss Ethel Straw, assistant.
Spbc.
has been viaiting relatives the past high
Sept. 14.
dren,
Infant daughter.
Miss Hodgkins, ot Lamoine, is again Monday on business.
WEST FRANKLIN.
week at Booth west Harbor.
teacher ol the grammar and Miss Taylor ol
Charles W. Doyle is having the foundaWINTER HARBOR.
Arthur Haviland, wite and son Thomas
Elmer Williams is up for a visit from
Harry M. Trott, graduate of Hebron, ’ll, the primary grade.
tion put in for a bouse near the station at
left Friday for their home in Atlantic
after
the
Grindstone
inn
dosed
Bar Harbor.
Sept. 12,
has accepted the position as principal of
Willard W. T. C. U. held its annual City, n. J.
Sullivan Highlands.
season in its history.
the grammar school at North Windham,
Watson McGown has finished sawing at most successful
meeting Friday afternoon. The conflictMias Mary S. Sawyer left tor her home
Mra. Jack Stinson and Miss Lida bare
Miss Edna Hamilton and Mrs. Clara and left last week to begin hia duties.
the mill here.
ing election news was read and discussed. returned from Portland, where they hare
She
in Jacksonville, Fla., Wednesday.
in Porto
their
home
Foss
left
for
Thursday
forof
Miaa
Georgia
lumber
sawed
the
Haaaor,
Bangor,
Harry Goodwin haa
One change was made in the board of offi- been tor the
will visit at Baltimore en route.
past three months with Capt.
Rico.
merly of this plage, visited relatives here cers, Miss Isabel Clark declining a reto build a house.
Btineon.
Miss Catherine Spear, of Rockport, who
warm
are
thia
week.
has
and
of
Hamor
Dr.
A.
L.
Chase
Miss.
many
Bangor,
wife,
nomination tor president, and Mm. Emily
Edna Clark came home from Northeast
recently visited Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson,
Those who have entered high school
in town for a few days, the guests of Mrs. friends here who were glad to greet her.
Freeman being elected. Mrs. A. W. Clark
has entered the normal school at Castine. Harbor Saturday.
Bessie Scott,
Grace E. Hanson.
alien Emery and wife, Leon L. Smith was elected a delegate to the State con- from this district this tall are
j
for
a
"Short
visit
Eddie Osier is at home
Marlon Staples, Hazel Hzrdy. Lida StlnMrs. Fred A. Noyes has returned from a
wrist Tuesday and wits, Miaa Mildred Emery, Earl, vention at Waterville Sept. 27,28, 29.
Wilson
Gerrlsh
broke
his
from New Hampshire.
and Mrz Gray.
delightful visit in Massachusetts and New
BruT.
evening. The fracture was reduoed by Newell, Alma, Eleanor and Harland
Sept. 18.
H.
Martin and Harvard Clark are going to
Sept. 18.
Hampshire, going up with her brother,
Master Wilton G. Smith, Willard
Drs. Small and Elmar.
Emery,
"
BluehUl to work in a mill.
Dr. Harvey Taft, in his automobile.
WEST TREMONT.
and wile spent Sunday, Sept. 10, at
Fogg
Elmira
and
Mrs.
L.
Joseph
Bmallidge
REACH.
The .frost Wednesday and Thursday
Miss Fannie West, of Steuben, and
farm in Marlboro.
Herbert Reed spent last week at HardHiggins will enter the Bar Harbor hospi- Osmond Emery’s
Mrs. Ida Torrey, of Bristol, K. I., is the
B.
wood
island.
16.
Maynard Hancock, of this place, were nights did its work thoroughly.
Sept.
for
treatment.
tal this week,
aurgioal
_._
of Mrs. A. F. Holden.
married Wednesday evening. They comMias Leuta Smith, daughter of Norman
Miss Lucy Reed is visiting her sister, guast
Among those who attended the Baptist
CRANBERRY ISLES.
menced housekeeping at once at Sullivan Smith and wife, of this place, was reSteam yacht Restless. Capt. A. F.
Mrs. A. A. Lopaus.
association at Blushill last week were
Miss Velma Stanley hae gone to Eagle
Highlands.
of this place, lay at anchor at
cently married to Fred Holler, of Boston, Mrs. Con
Mrs. Matilda Albee had a severe shock Holden,
Guptill, Elmer Torrey and wife, leland to teach.
wharf Tuesday night.
Walter S. Hanna left this morning for and they are at home at 264 Lexington
last Wednesday morning, and is now Campbell’*
Mrs. N. T. Bunker and Rev. U. 8. Draw
Miaa Carrie Grant is boarding with
Fairfield, where he will join his aunt, street, East Boston.
Ruth Toney baa gone to Deerfield,
and wife.
helplsM.
Mrs. Mary Leighton, to return with her
Millard Bpurling and wife,
Sept. 18. _Cb’e’e*.
to attend school the coming year.
Merl Farley haa moved to a part ot the Mae*.,
Dr. and Mrs. Bragg, of Newport, were
to her home in Braddock, Pa., for an exPerley D. Stanley has gone to Belfast to John Nice house, and Mr. Gott haa moved Her sister Etta haa gone to Castine norNORTH FRANKLIN.
in town Wednesday. Mrs. Bragg, rememtended visit. Walter is a bright lad, and
mal school,
home hia wife and eon Sherback to hia house on the hill.
bered as Miss Ins Guptill, was kindly accompany
High school begins this morning.
all are glad that be is to have the trip.
Mr*. Myrtle Lowe end daughter* Gerand former win, who have been viaiting there.
friends
bar
many
by
Misses
Inex
greeted
Lawson
and
Julia
18.
H.
wife
W. F. Cousins and
are visiting in
Norwood,
Sept.
Norman Lester, youngest eon of Frank
trude and Claribel, who have spent •
Hotel
pupils.
who
have
been
at
Dirlgo,
working
Bangor.
month with Mrs. Lowe’s parent*. A. A.
LAMOINE.
A pretty wedding took place at tbe Bap- Stanley and wife, died Wednesday, Sept. Southwest Harbor, are home.
Mrs. Marion Goodwin was the guest of
Carter and wife, in Rockland, arrived
a short illness.
after
The
have
13,
family
to
Waterville
toreturns
tist parsonage Saturday evening, when
Balph Hoyt
Mm. F. W. Lunt has been entertaining
her mother, Mrs. Lena Caller, last week.
home Wednesday.
of
the
their
friends.
sympathy
many
Mr. Stanley, ot Button’s island, and Mias
day.
her sisters, Mm. John H. Leland, of EllsI"
Nason Crimmin, of HaUoweil, was a
Sept. 14.
ot Sedgwick, were married by Rev.
Oept. E. J. Bulger and crew, who have worth, and Mm. Maria Dodge, ol SpringMrs. A. W. Reynolds and family will
Means,
week-end guest of his nephews, Hervey
been
on
this
the yacht Idlest
E. S. Drew.
season, are Held, Mass.
leave Friday for their home in Derry, N.
SEAL COVE.
i
and Charles March.
home. The yacht is owned by A. P.
Tbe friends of Albert Rand kindly reW. McIntosh, ol Belfast, was here last
Mice Bernice Ashley la teaching at Duck
Mrs. Vivian Abbott was called to Harof Saugertiee, N. Y., who hast
Lasher,
membered
him
on his ninetieth birthday,
ffirtrrtigrmmtgu
week calling on friends with Mrs. N. C. island.
rington last week by tbe death of her sissummer cottage at Hancock Point. She
Sept. 12, by many tokens ot love and esTinker, Mm. L. A. Clark and Mm. S. W.
has been hauled up for the winter at Ellater, Mrs. Lizzie Sabin.
Mias Marian Sawyer, ol Southwest IUt’
teem. Mr. Rand is the oldest citizen in
Newman, from Manset. Mrs. Zulma S.
T.
Sept. 18.
In the abeda of the Ellsworth
is visiting her grandmother, Mm. C.
town, and retains his faculties to a re- worth,
Clark went to Manset with them in their bor,
Works.
Machine
A
D.
Sawyer.
Foundry
markable degree. On Sept. 11 he went to
NORTH LAMOINE.
automobile,
Roomy.
Sept. 18.
Miff Alberta Kelley, of Bernard, i* in
tbe town ball and deposited his ballot
Mm. Lydia WUsod Rich who has been
Miss Slvira Austin was a recent guest at 1
i»
the repeal ot the prohibitory
of the poet ofBoe. Mis* Hodgdon
against
charge
Not Another Like It In Oar Hollis Austin’s.
AHHVTI ,1 K
,
boarding with MM, Hannah Oilley, has
school.
,m.-ulment.
t
teaching
Bayside
to board with her daughUf, lira.
Mrs. A. E. Austin bas gone to.Castine to
'Harold and Cnrtia Leighton vleited their gone
'*
Broad Republic.
heard from all sides that Dr.
A AM of loe-cream nod <»*■ *»»ield
Regrets
Tanner, at McKinley. Mm. Gilley had
spend some time with her daughter, Mrs.
lire. Fanny Leighton, reoently.
mother,
H, tor th
A. E. Small IVOtemplates leaving town
J. W. Bowden.
gone to Hall Quarry to care for her thi full Monday evening, Sept.
AWU1
John Carpenter is having improvement!
Nov. 1 for New UTofk, to specialise in the
daughter’s children while she is at the benefit oi the Episcopal mission.
Misa Muriel Liuscott, who has bean emGrateful testimony for Doan’s Kidney
made on hie home. Tborlow Hammond
reuiMed.
pose and th.voet, after which he
at
was
Portland.
eye,
ear,
hospital
|B.26
Mile, published everywhere, is of itself ployed at W. B. King’s the past two years,
work”•
will take up his reside a iVi In e city. Dr. is doing .Um
Tswjii
Sept. 18.
Sept. 18.
•convincing evidence of merit. Confirmed has returnsd home.
11 kt hom* tTom B“
Small has baen a successful gfuetttkroef
Fremont
Bngaon
tMtimony, telling of permanent cures,
Dea. George H. Coggins and wife at- here
for fifteen yean, and has' Wd« inti- Harbor, where he ha* £*d employment at
GOULDS BOW'.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
forms still stronger proof. Years ago a tended the
«“
meetings of the Baptist mately connected with educational, serial the Belmont daring the wsuwr.
Archie Rolto le home, after a season
Adrian Stanley is at home ill.
citizen of this locality gratefully ac- association at BlnahUi last
Oapt.
week.
end municipal improvement* since the HI-'
The two teMia at MMm hill will
the
Kennebec.
knowledged the benefit derived from
18.
Mm.
Austin Smith is ill. All hope to
Sept.
Y.
corporation of the town in 1886. He will Mote in giving i lawn party te* the benefit
Doan’s Kidney Pills. The statement is
Jefto Sparling, who has been er.iplojfd
ef the Whittier league, Batordde evening, see bar out soon.
be snooeeded by Dr. Bragg, of
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Newport,
now confirmed—the care wss
It.
hit.
lee-cream
and
In Detroit tha last six months, is home.
homemade
mady
permanent.
of
is
a
Lettie
Mm.
who
comes most highly
Patch,
Wlnthrop,
Ons of this kind are plentiful in the
reeommended, w»l be otraate.
i* v>
School has been in session a week, with
Mias Bertha Beers, of Vaneeb’ro,
and who is kindly remembered by
guest ot Mm. B. D. Tmcy.
*1“'
work of Doan’s Kidney Pills, end such a Miss Alice Minton is teacher,
many
Ph<xbb.
Btf*' *#■
at
ElUc
Mrs.
Campbell
I
lting
from
his
connection as house
Jesse Stinson, ol North Stonington,
patients,
record is unique in the annals of medicine.
F. L. Colby and wife attended the Bap- surgeon in the Eastern Maine
Spruces”.
has moved his family to Penobscot.
general
oohka.
Mrs. B. X. Moore, Ellsworth
Pills, Ms., tist association meetings in BluehiU last hospital.
Mias Maris Rolto has gone to Cambridge
“1 verify ail I said in praise of
M. P. Gray bad a slight shock on SaturJohn HOVtOtf,* Who haa ejytoyr lent in
her seesays:
week.
18.
Maas., where she has commenced
Sept.
E.
is
able
to
be
around
but
at
&
Doan’s Kidney Pills when 1 previously
is
present
Pawtucket,
Ey
a lew day* day,
spending
echool.
in
Iatin
Mrs. Florence Carter and two children,
ond year
high
at home.
recommended them, and authorize the
again.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
of West Seer boro, am visiting her patents,
Rev. H. B. Haskell, district
continued publication of my endorsement
Mrs. Byron Tracy and daughter Miriam,
The Baptiste gave a
Metn
Mrs. John S. Coombs has been quite ill
at
h'"
A. L Colby and wife.
anpper
will hold conference in the
<ot Doan’s Kidney Pills given some years
who have spent some weeks at the Reach, dent,
church Friday evenattog.
several days but js
a lost
Proceeds,
improving,
afternoon.
this
Mrs.
J.
A.
church
Match
who
has
diet
been
visford,
In
Ago.
December, 1908,1 came home from
an at home.
«U (or the pastor.
Mias Julia Guptiil, ot
Sept. 18.
Oowldsboro, was
the hospital, where I had undergone an iting her uncle, E. S. Jeliiaon, left to-day
Mlaaee Alma Stewart dfad Geneva
for her home in Dorchester, Maas.
Capt. Carman made a short visit home
a week-end guest at W. F. Bruce’s.
Youatf
.operation. All that winter I was miser«week.
Mm.
who
has
been
have
to
Carman,
Charleston iwWitend Higginw Hu
gone
Sept. 18,
G.
George Noyes, of PTeeque Isle, who was
able. 1 did not seem to gain my strength.
Shhntfsnnnite.
_
claeeical inatltnte.
ill, is better.
injured in tbe Grindstone train wreck, has
>[)ty
In February, 1901,1 was taken with a seEDEN.
\m 8a unden, who came heme ill in
The Baptist pastor, Allen «;
been
here
vere attack of kidney trouble.
recently catting upon relatives
The pain
Knight,'
Henry Pratt, of St. Johnsbnry, Vt., is
preached his (arewell sermon Sohday, tc luAli littk n Cambridge, Mass., where he is A Reliable i
tin my back was almost unbearable and
the guest of B. V. Grant and wife.
the
of
the
regret
Many
from
people.
requests
Catarrh seflerere who
doctors’ treatment failed to do me good.
Remedy
Albert H. Blake and wife, of Lynn, use atomisers hare caused us to put up Liquid
»now to get Ely’s Cream Balm
Doan’s Kidney Pills, however, went disew and convenient form of
bled with naaal catarrh, hay
^Maltlra’riOa
who have been visiting their aunt, CresmBalui,s
Maas.,
e
Creum
CrsaM Balm
Ely
the
Balm,
he head. It is pnrUylnc and
only remedy for Oarectly to the seat of my trouble, not only Mrs.
*'*§*#>
**Vfcr or
H. W. Jeliiaon,. have returned home. tarrh which can al ways be depended on In
Jblfl'itfv
nsttive membrane that lines
is quickly abutted.
caring the backache bat strengthening
powerto allay inflammation, to olaauee the
soothing tfethtfifc.
't it mads to overcome the
•hue RuiM at Once.
Schools began here Sept. U, with Mal- clogged sir-passages, to promote free, natural
‘^•alr-penhgee , he patient by a short, demy kidneys and improving my condition
breathing, the two forme of Cream Balm are
i* DO oooalne or mer- It cleanses, soothes,
dii5Mf’'!?.tJP*SSlT,k
in every way. I know of many other colm Stoddard as principal of Central high slike.
Cream
Balm
la
reilelt
told
all
a
into
talked
by
TW<th
taking
liquid
drugobptiyb
heals and protects
1“eluding spraying tube.
All drugpeople who have taken Doan’s Kidney and Miss Paula Williams in charge of the S’?? ** „,c*5t*1
JSJTiJji-. DO^Wl'bh -am Balm. **'Bro"
the diseased memPills with just as satisfactory results as r primary grades.
yorlT* BIy B™*‘’ ** Wmr™‘1 sfiiefc. New As
brane resulting from
a
18.
anally
treated,
V.
Sept.
sprained ankle will
received.”
Catarrh and drives
disable
a
man
tor
three
or
(oar weAs, bat
Befcrs yen swash the Limit
For mis by all dealers. Price 60 oents.
awey a Cold In the _-_
by applying Chamberlain’s
Hives,
itch or salt rheum acta you
eczema,
Heed quickly. Be- 1| A V
Poster-Mil burp Do., Buffalo, New York,
Liniment rOLXY’t HONKY ANU**.
physical endurance and while your aondi->/
Crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing.
flon is still curable, tahe
retains its high MaceaeiK
colds, either stores the Senses of HH • cto.,
sols agepts far the United States.
Foley Kidney Fills. freely as soon as the injury is received still
'”t"Drng*
Doan’s Ointment cures the moat obstinate
*cti°n and
bold remedyfor il cSS^eS
remits will *"* observing th. directions
«“re«nt.
and Smell. Full site oO
rh,TL'L?“lok
positive
Taete
with each for children or
Remember tbs name- Doan’s—and taka cases. Why suFerf All druggists sell It! leligbt you. For baenUchii nervousness,
'personal k
only the gists or by mail. In liqmd torm,
and all kidney, bladder and bottle, a care can be effected in from two riooe res nits grown
rheumatism,
from ifpild. Wh
New
<mponnd.
AO other.
AM.
urinary troubles. For sale by all dragglati.
to'tons days. For sale by all dealers.
By Brothers, 86 Warren Streat,
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BBOOttXN.
OeoaiMS tarn gone
Nellie
-iw

yalrfleld

to

to

Mrt

teach.

roOarned to Dolby oelege
ijton Herrick

ThursdayI

&°ne •c*<wth
He*tlok
jf>M Alice
to teo^h.
'Sedgwick
atadoDta in tAe'freshThere are eighteen
aohool.
dees in the blgh

have have the heartfelt
sympathy «f all.
Baall Barrett la attending Cobarn class b-1
cal inatltnte at Watervtlle.
Mlse C. Mary Cortia has gone to Cariboo
to teach.
8. C. Stone and wife left for their borne
in Roxbury, Man., last week.

Miss Louise Hinckley, of
Boston, is
visiting her mother, Mn. M. P. Hinckley.
Hsrvey M. Curtis has returned to his
ot Maaaactewetts, is work iu
Art„ur Perhini,
Boston, after spending his vaweeks in town.

spending

s

few

cation here.

MoForland goee to Boston
Mis6 Helen
tn eater the conservatory ot music.

!

t0.d#v
to

has gone to South Bluehill
y jj Feme
the Farnsworth company1a clam

operate

factory.

Maynard Blaisdell and Mrs. Foas
to Boston for a
Cunningham hav# gone
Mrs.

lew weeks.
Opt. K

C. Stewart amne home from
laat Tuesday, for a few
Soathwost Harbor
days.
’has dosed his
Hon. H. B. Thompooo
at Haveo -end returned to
eomnier home
*»
Wishing!011, D. 0.

Mrs. George A. Oloagh has returned to
her home in Boston, after
spending the
summer here.
Miss Nellie Doaglaes has returned to
Castine to resume her position in the
grammar school.
Dr. C. E. Riggs and family, of St. Paul,
Minn., closed their summer home at
Parker Point last week.

Jamee A. Beaaaok and family, of Philadelphia, have returned home, after spending the summer at the McKay cottage.
The family of J. W. B. Bansmao, of
Lancaster, Pa., returned home last week,
Mr. and Mra. Earl, niter spending the after spending »e summer at “Shoreby”.
Work oa the State reed is progressing
gammer at their cottage,have returned to
finely, under the direction of Road ComLynn, Mass.
James Jones, formerly of Sedgwick, missioner George A. Pert. The work done
Tain ter Sunday, this year is a continuation of last year’s
died at the home of Alien
illness.
a
Sept. IV, after long
Mrs. Josephine Blanee, of Prospect Harleaves to-day for
bor, came Friday. She
Washington, D. 0., with Miss Nettie Qott,
who will spend the winter there.

Mrs. Idella Grindle Tilton died suddenly
Manchester, N. H., Sept. 5, at the age of
fifty-five years. Mrs. Tilton was a native
of Sedgwick, and Had also lived in Brookin

lin.

For the

past thirty-five

years her

Miss Nellie Walker, of Stonington, is
in the Emerson district.

Bert Bow ley and wife, of Camden, wore
guests otdlrs. M. L. Leach.
Leonard Coombs, of Bangor, isthegnest
of Misses Eliza and Adells Wescott.

menia of tbe examination may be secured
from tbe postmaster at Weat Brooklin.

Mias kettie Carter has gone to North

recent

Frank
oi

the

Webster,

who has

Anna

steamer

Belle,

been fireman
is at home.

The steamer Oolden Bod started Monday on her winter schedule, making only
one trip a day from Castine to Belfast.

Min Bernioe Masen returned to Bucksport Sunday, after spending a week with
her parents, T. F. Mason and wife.

A schooner loaded with granite for the
Guy Burgess, wife and two children new library arrived Monday, and work
were guests of
Mrs. Burgess’ parents, will commence on the
building at onoe.
Charles Gibbs and wifs, Wednesday.
Mrs. Lillian Prescott and Mrs. Emma
Mark Dunham and wife have returned
their home4n Brockton, Mass., attsr a
week’s visit with relatives in this vicinity.

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

Havou to teach.

to

Windsor and QayneU Bridges havegone
Hebron academy.
Mrs. Maria Carter, who has spent the

summer

from

T. F. Mason, wife and daughter spent
last week In Aroostook county, visiting
Caribou, Paasque Isle, Boulton and Milllnooket.
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. has a
at work deepening the stream above
the bridge to afford a larger flow of
wafer.
The water la so low at present that its
plant oan be run only a part of the time.

_

GKEAT POND.

Mrs. Ezra Williams is in Bangor.
Mrs. Gertrude Williams and little
Percy are visiting in'Boston.

MiBS Laura Bowden has returned to her
Belfast after spending her vacation here.
work in

Irving Littlefield, of Portland, epent
Sunday here with his mother, Mrs. J. H.
Littlefield, who is seriously ill.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell, Misses Hortense and
Emma Wardwell, Mrs. Ruth Smith, MiBS
Ethel Hntchins and Ivan Perkins have returned from Seal Harbor, where they have
spent the summer.
Miss Effle Bridges arrived Saturday,
from Hotel Samoeef, Rockland, where she
has been employed this summer. Bhe will
spend a few weeks with her sister, Mrs.
Sarah Wardwell, before going to her work
in Boston.

Eben Burns, who had been In failing
health for some time, died Friday morning. Mr. Burns was a most kind and affectionate husband and father, and an estimable citizen. He waB a member of Mt.
View grange, and the G. A. B. A widow,
one son—8. L. Burns, and daughter—Mrs.
Frank Pinkham, of Seal Harbor, have the
sinoere sympathy of all in their bereavement. The funeral took place Sunday afternoon at the home. Bev. S. H. Greene,
of Bar Harbor, officiated. Interment was
in Mt. View cemetery, where the G. A. B.
conducted Its beautiful burial service.
M.
Sept.

18,_
DEDHAM.

Miss Ethel Howe is attending Shaw
business college in Bangor.

Mrs. Addie Leach and son Jasper returned Monday from a week’s visit in
Miss Jessie Gray, of Eddington, is
Portland with irelativea. They left this
teaching the village school.
morning for Buckaport, where Mrs. Leach
Leslie Burrill has gone to Bangor, where
will have charge of the boya’ rooms at the
he wiU be employed by the C. M. Cooant
East Maine seminary and Jasper will atCo.
tend school.
Vernon D. Maddocke and wife, of
Mrs. J. B. Sellers, who is in poor health
Seattle, Wash., were guests of Mrs. E. W
and confined to her home, was happily
Burrill last week.
surprised Saturday, when she received a
Miss Marcia Burrill and Miss Ethel
postcard shower, in honor of her birthare attending the fall term of Maine
day, which was Sunday. She received Fogg
fifty-seven beautiful cards. Mrs. Sellers Central institute, Pittsfield.
wsb much pleased with them, and grateMiss Agnes McLaughlin, who has
ful for the kind remembrance.
been home for a few weeks, has returned
Wood
locke.
18.
Sept.
to Lewiston aooompanied by her sister

tus,

iLtga; ;\cu«b.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
John W. Bean,

Eva

Snowman

h»«

gone to

The remaina ol the infant ion of Mr.
■oil Mrs.
Ballard, of Manchester, N. H.,

JOHN

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against hie estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge,
Dated this let day of September, a. d. 1911.
John W. Bean,

of MI-O.NA In Your House
and you’ll always have one.
Some people eat too much, some
onnk too much, and hundreds of
thousands of men smoke too much—

Specially In the evening.
,!e discretion if you can,

but if you
Take two MI-Otablets before you go to
“®d and you’ll awake minus a nead*®he in the morning.
A stomach tablets are guaranteed to end Indigestion, acute or
chronic; to promptly banish gas,
heartburn, sour risings, etch They are
the best
billousfor
„„

t; use wisdom.
^?h stomach

remedy

dizziness,

headache, constipation, vomiting of pregnancy, car or

no??’ nervousness,

8h'knes8,.f°ul breath, nigntsweats,
am*’ coate<* tongue, languid
feelin
An<f a box only costs 80 cents at G.
and druggists every-

a^rarcher’8

;

jI

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
Distbict or Mains se.
On this 16th day of September, a. d. 1911, on
reading the foregoing petition, it ia—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 27th day of
court
1911, before said
October, a. d.
at
district, at ten
Portland, in said
o’clock
in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said
me and place, and show causet if any they
have, why therprayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 16th day of
September, a. d. 1911.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hbwey, Clerk.

Sersons

Mrs. C. L. Estey and her children,
New
Howard and Lucy, have gone to
York for the winter.
Mrs. B. H. Remick, Miss Lnella Hodgkins and Melvin Wilbur attended the M.

18.__

ARK.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
home
Samuel Bwlft has returned to his
in New York.
are
Mr. and Mrs. Barstow, of Brewer,
guests of Frank Moulton.
BillThe BChooner James Lynn, Capt.
is in the offlng loading
ings, of Deer Isle,
wood for Allen Bros.

Sept. 18.

_'_Crumbs.

bucksport.
Edward Bennett, fourteen-year-old

thigh-_

uSe

harsh Physic.

The

take

nrecautiona.

DR.TRUES
ELIXIR
The

Family Laxative
Worm Mediolne

nrevent a sickness later. Dr. True’s
to relieve
BUxir act* as a gentle laxative
matter from
the body of poisonous waste
appetite.
etotnach *nd bowels. Restores
restful sleep and an abundance
worms
all
It
expels
of healthful
from children or adultt.
True’s Elixir is a safe and simple
with wonderful

fand
___

mm

J0

reaction

leads to ohronio constlweakens the bowels,
Regulets. They operate
patlon Get Doan's
cure constipation
eMily, tone the stomach,
—Advt.

tymptomt in yonr children—the
Mother*I Never orerlook “trifling"
all loo plainly the Imminent danger of
"little thins*" that indicate
it U high time for yen to
If yonr child it little**, or peeruh—then
remedy—
A few doeet right now of that "wonderfulfamily

son

with a serious acciof Oscar Bennett, met
while shooting crows.
dent Wednesday
which lodged in a tree,
Alter shooting one
end hit the trigger
he climbed up to get it,
full charge of shot went
of the gun. The
into his left

^t

Watch for Signs of
Sickness

WB'

bloo<P

JHr

vegetable preparation

*ta£d*i£/

properties-*
Your
*our
remedy for more than 60. vears.
dealer has it—ask for it to-day.

tonic

35c, 50e, SI.00.
PW. J. F.

TKUt *

COM«uburaLj^__

will and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of collateral inheritance tax upon,
■aid estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Joseph Corson, late of Trenton, in said
filed by Ansel L.
county, deceased. Petition that
an order be
Manchester, administrator,
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount remaining in tbe bands
of said administrator, upon the settlement of
his first account.
Elixa Ordway, late of Cambridge, Middlesex
county, Msesachusetts, deceased. Petition
filed by Emma Louise Bridges and Eliza Kimball Bridges Delamater, both of Westfield*
state of New Jersey. praying for the appointment of Emma Louise Bridges or some other
suitable persou as trustee, under a written
instrument to succeed Eliza A. Bridges*a former trustee, now deceased.
Joshua M. Sears, late of Boston, Suffolk
county, Massachusetts, deceased. Petition
filed by Sarah C. Sears, of Southborough*
Worcester county, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, that her appointment as trustee under the will of said deceased be confirmed by
said court and that Edward W. Hutchins, of
said Boston be appointed trustee under said
will to succeed Charles F. Choate now deceased and Joseph H. Choate, who declined to
act, the last two being named as trustees in
said last will.
Alberta G. Reynolds, a minor of Unity,
Waldo county, in the State of Maine. Petition filed for adoption of said minor by Henry
E. Trundy and Margaret C. Trundy, both of
Southwest Harbor, in said Hancock county.
Harley L. Corbett, alias Harold Linwood
Corbett, a minor of East port. State oi Maine.
Petition filed for adoption of said minor by
Rufus Nelson Trunay and Alice Janette
Trundy, both of Southwest Harbor, in said

Hancock county.
Maria F. Wood, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Abby E.
Wood, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Abbie J. Sucy, a person of unsound mind, of
Ellsworth, in said county. Fourth account of
subscriber hereby gives notice that Albert F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settlebe has been duly appointed adminis- ment.
of unsound

THE

trator of the estate of
LEWIS A. 8UMNER, late of AMHERST,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGeo. B. Sumner.
mediately.

Aug. 29,1911.

subscriber

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

ELIJAH P. EMERSON, late of BUCKSPORT*
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Frank S Pieuce.
Bucksport, Sept. 6,1911.

of

said deceased are
desired
to
the same for settlement, and all inare requested to make payBirr raw tt E. Tracy.
ment immediately.
Winter Harbor, 8e,pt.<6,1911.

Sresent
ebted thereto

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
DANIEL

nr

Helen R. F. Davis,

DANIEL F.

DAVIS, late of
BUGKBPORT,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desirea to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Throdobb H- Smith.
Buckeport, SepA#, 1911.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been dnly appointed administrator of the estate of
WALTER P. ROBINSON, late of MOUNT

THE

DESERT,
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, aDd all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Jambs E. Robinson.
Hall Quarry, Sept. 6, 1911.
,i
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
KATIE A. ECK8TROM, late of MOUNT

THE

DESERT,
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate

of said deceased are desired to preaem
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJambs E. Robinson.
mediately.
Hall Quarry, Sept. 6,1911.

a

person

mind, of Ellsworth, in said county. First acof Irving Osgood, guardian, filed for

count

settlement.
Isephine Grace, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. First account of Zeua Grace Guptill and Henrietta Grace, executrices, filed for
settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said OourU
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

notice that
executor

THE

Sept.

Keep a Box

j

18._O.

B. reunion at Burry last Thursday.

Good Stomach?

petition.
Eugene S. Haskell, late of Bluehill, in said
County, deceased. Petition filed by Elia M.
Haskell, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of eaid deceased.
William Beazley, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Edward
L. Beazley, one of the executors or tbe last

\ In Bankruptcy.
)
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the' District of Maine.
of
in
W. BEAN,
Sullivan,
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully repreof July,
the 8th day
sents, that on
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all hie
property and rights of property, and hae fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court tonching hie

THE

MARLBORO.
Hingham,

)

Bankrupt,

300 00
subscriber hereby gives notice that
adjusted uoi yet due,
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
graduate of the Eastern State normal Losses
Losses reported,
10,829 00
he has been duly appointed executor
the school at Castine. She was beautifully Commission and brok^-rage,
turned
00
froat
8,000
of the last will and testament of
Wednesday
heavy
00
The Taxes,
10,000
a dress of old rose silk.
LEWIS F. GRAY, late of BROOKSVILLE,
fodder corn pale and made the squash attired in
$
80.290 37 in the county of Hancock, deoeased, no bonds
grocm“is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
and pumpkin vines look sick.
being required by the terms of said will. All
21
Assets
to
protect policy holders, 8,374,010
Crosby, of Aurora. They have the best
persons having demands against the estate of
Mrs. Fannie Hutchins returned i»me
wishes of a host of friends for a long and
58 said deceased are desired to present the same
$8,454,300
two
She
spent
from Guilford Tuesday.
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
wedded life.
SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR 1910.
requested to make payment immediately.
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. A. M. Mc- happy
Total admitted assets,
Adtarado Gray.
$8,374,010 21
Sept.
Net surplus, not including dekusick, in Guilford.
Harborside, Sept. 6,1911.
146,093 21
posit notes,
CASTINE.
Election passed ofl very quietly heue.
21
363.791
Losses paid In 1910.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Losses paid since organization,
7,888,057 44
he has been duly appointed adminisThere was no rushing to and fro hauling
Graham Spear, of the U. of M., spent
229,179 21 trator of the estate of
Gain in assets in 1910,
Some
voters to the polls on the No side.
Sunday with Arthur Patterson.
F. fiL & C. C. Plummer,
HANNAH M. SARGENT, late of GOULDSwere
of our most prominent democrats
General Agents for the State of Maine.
Mrs. A- Ricker, accompanied by Mrs.
BO&O,
of prothe
strongest
among
supporters
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
hibit ion, end the Noe had it two to one.
bonds
as
the
law disects.
All pergiven
iSbbtrtiBtmtntfl.
sona
having demands against the esSept. 18.__

A

BLUEHILL.

Maw., to teach.

Sresented

it.

tate

_

■aid deceased, together with Petition for probate thereof,
presented by Amanda MRich, the executrix theretroamad.
John D. Whitaker, late of Franklin. in said
county, deceased. PetttfOi!> tkM«?ec**f?e:J.
e» son be
Whitaker or some other auJMAJWe
appointed adipinlstrat&rM^iWttait ot said
deceased, presented by George J. Whitaker,
the guardian of sahi deceased.
Frederick J. AlleR late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. Petition that L. F. Gilesjor
some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
by L. F. Giles, a creditor of said,
eceased.
§ f
Percy A. Hamor, late of Eden, in said
connty, deceased. First account of Maud L.
Hamor, administratrix, tiled for settlement.
George L. Wescott, late of Eden, In said,
First account of E. b..
county, deceased.
Clark, executor, filed for settlements
Joseph Corson, late of Trenton, in said
county, decea&ed, First account of Ansel L.
Manchester, administrator, filed for settlement.
Eugene F. Sanborn, late of Bucksport, in
First and final acsaid cdunty, deceased.
count of Clara E. Sanborn, administratrix*
•'
filed for settlement.
Eugene 8. Haskell, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of John E.
Webster, administrator, filed for settlement.
William Beazley, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edward
L. Beazley nad Ellen M. Bridges, executors*
filed for settlement.
Carrol C. Homer, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Etta J. Homer,
administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Philip W. K. Sweet, a minor of Sedgwick, la
said county. Second account of Julia HSweet,iguardian, filed for settlement.
Frederick Arnold Sweet, a minor of Sedgwick, in said county. Second account of Julia
H. Sweet, guardian, filed for settlement.
Christie B. Powers, a minor of Deer Isle, in
Petition
filed by
William
said connty.
Powers, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said

High-o-me),

__

Mxa. Daniel Blake, accompanied by her
daughter, Mrs. Austin Bowden, went to
Bangor Saturday to attend* the wedding
of her son
Lyman, who married Miss
Edith Tienert Monday. Sept. 11. Congratulations are extended.
L.
Sept. 18.

for Catarrh

Hyomei

_

crew

_

John P. Leach is with his mother, Mrs.
L. Leach, for a few’ days. He is
hiving some repairs made on the barn.
Mrs. Margaret A. Hutchins, aged seventy-seven years, took the second premium
at the Bluehill fair on a
quilt consisting
2,123 pieces, which she recently finished.

Calvin Y. Huckins, late of Lamoine, in eaid
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and testamenV of
said deoeased, together with petition-for pro-**
Hannah A.
thereof, presented by
bate
Huckins, the executrix therein named.
Maurice B. Rich, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testment of

la boxes 10c. end 28c.
_.Z.___

Soldi Everywhere.
_

cause.

Prescott, of Dorchester, Mass., are spending several days with C. E. McCluskey World’s Greatest Remedy Free From
and wife.
Cocaine, Opium and AU Habit
Mrs. J. M. Vogeil and son Earl spent
Forming Drugs.
several days in Bucksport last week, the
Start right now, before the cold
gneets of Mrs. Vogell’s mother, Mrs. weather comes, to kill catarrh germs
Hammond.
and get rid of catarrh. It’s the best
G.
time.
Bept. 18.
Breathe HYOMEI (pronounce it

to

in Surry*, is home.
Percy Bridges and wife, who have.been
viBiting D. A. Bridge* and wife, returned
Bernice.
Frank Duubarleit last week to join the
to Urookton, Mass., Tuesday.
AMHERST.
B.
Sept. 18.
fishing schooner Hockamock at Portland.
Jesse Eaton and wife, who spent a few
H. E. Crosby and wife, of Bangor, were
Mrs. Fred Dunbar and son Eugene and
in THE AMERICAN are
Advertisers
last week with Mrs. Martha Eaten,
in town over Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Joyce left Friday for Brockton, days
aptaring the trade.
return*'! to Oceanville Wednesday.
Mrs. Emeline Dorman and daughter
Mas,.
B.
Sept. 18.
are
visitFranklin
N.
of
H.,
Helen,
Palls,
Enentatice Statement#.
M rs. A. K. Podge visited her niece.
ing relatives in Amherst and vicinity.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Miss Meda Sawyer, in Penobscot, last
’'"ANNUAL STATEMENT OF
Bernard Sumner, who was called to VERMONT MDTCAL FIRK INSURANCE
week.
Roy Allen was in Bar Harbor two days
Northeast Harbor last week by the illness
COMPANY OF MONTPELIER,
M s. .Mary Wescott and daughter Jose- last week.
ol his father, has returned home.
VERMONT.
phine left Monday for Portland for the
George M. Allen and Harold Grindle
FOR THE YEAR ENDING
MiBS Annie Silsby, a'ho has been visitwaiter.
spent Saturday in Rockland.
DECEMBER 81,1910.
ing her mother, Mrs. Syrena Silsby, has Insurance in force Jan. 1,1910, $ £5,414,112 00
Mrs. Rosa Wardwell and children have
Miss liarsba Howard, ol Boston, is wife
Written in 1910,
gone to Boston for employment.
29,908,862 00
returned
from an extended
visit in Miss Ella Thurston.
An event of much interest took place'
Brooksville.
115,322,964 00
Mrs. Alice Twining, of Bluehill, has
the
in Bangor Sept. 15, when Miss Helen Policies terminated during
Franks. Wardwell and wife are receiv- been visiting Mrs. Ella R. Lord.
26,442.757 00
yeag,
Jewett, of Amherst, was married to Hering congratulations on the birth of a
of
iChelsea,
Insurance in foroe Dec. 31,1910, $89,880,207 00
Mrs. Royal Wentworth,
bert Crosby, of Aurora. A reoeption was
daughter, !>aturday, Sept. 9.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1010.
Mass., visited her sister, Mrs. Roy Allen, .given at the home of the bride's parents,
Miss Emma C. Wardwell has returned last
notes,
$8,138,167 00
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Jewett, ■, Saturday Deposit
weekj
Real estate,
50,000 00
from Seal Harbor, and will resume her
refreshments wece Cash deposited in bank,
Delicious
125,635 04
a number are employed at the evening.
Quite
828 31
Cash
in
studies at the normal school.
.office,
canning factory, which bids fair to be served. The wedding gifts were numer- Bills receivable,
139,670 23
Mrs. L. W. Rice, who has received treat- kept open (or-eome time.
ous and costly, including many articles of
$8,464,300 58
ment at the Waldo county hospital, has
®ae.
silverware aud bric-a- brae. The bride
LIABILITIES.
Sept. 18.
recorered sufficiently to visit here.
is a most popular young lady, and is a Re-insur&Doe reserve,
$51,161 37

Miss Mildred .Wardwell has returned
a visit with relatives in Bluehill.

Strength Counts

in all life’s affairs. Strength cotnes
of pure blood;—good blood comes
when stomach, liver, kidneys and
bowels are kept in proper condition
by a little care and

_

Oriudeil,

teaching

at F. E. Blaisdell’s.

legal Kottn*.
To Ml persons interested la either of U* estates hereinafter named.
At a prohate ooart held at Ellsworth, laud
for th# county of Haaooek, on the fifth
day of September, *. d. 1911.
npEi
following matters having boon pre1 sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested^
bv oausing a copy of this order to bo published three weeks successively in the Ellaworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probata court to be held at Ellaworth, in weld county, oa the third day of
October, a. d. 1911, at ten of tbe clock In the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

G. A. Parci.er guarantees
It is made of Australian eucalypthymol and other antiseptics,
son
and besides destroying the germs it
Among the summer visitors who have
soothes and heals the sore, raw memreturned
to
their
homes
Dr.
are
recently
Dr. J. H. Patten was in town recently. brane and prevents mucus from formwork on the shore road to the Falls.
ing in the air passages.
Harvey Gaylord and family, of Buffalo, AH were glad to see his genial face.
H.
Sept.».
breathe it a few times a day. It’s
N. Y.; Dr. Story and family, of New
Miss Gladys Garland has returned to an
easy and pleasant treatment and
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
York; Miss Alice Clement, Jamaica Plain,
where
she
is
Somerville, Mass.,
attending results are quick and certain.
Elmer Perkins and wife, of Chicago, Mass.; Dr. Walter Clark, New York; John high school. Mrs. Garland went to BosHYOMEI is guaranteed forcatarab,
Juauppe and family, Fred FellowB and ton to resume her business of dressmak- asthma and catarrhal deafness, or
spent a tew days in town last week.
of Byde Park, Mass.
money back. A complete outfit, inMrs. M ildrsd Perkins and child spent a family,
ing.
M.
Sept. 18.
cluding hard rubber inhaler, costs
few days last week in Bucksport.
Mrs. Frank Mace waa in Augusta last
$1.00. Extra kettles if afterward
week selecting a bouse, as Mr. and Mrs. needed cost but 50 cents.
PENOBSCOT.
The new postolfice, situated next to
Best’s barber shop, was opened to-day.
Mira luura Lowell spent Sunday at her Mace intend to move there soon. Com-v-——-missioner Mace accompanied her home.
Earl Sellers and wife have gone to home in North Penobscot.
The more eye* an advertisement eatehee
17.
E.
Sept.
Miss Rachel Bridges spent a lew daye
Waterville, where Mr. Sellers has emthe more dollare it ie worth.
in Belfast last week, visiting friends.
ployment for the winter.
WEST EDEN.

been in Manchester. She was
Stark’s grange, P. ol
a member of General
H., and was intonated in the Episcopal
ehurch; as a devoted wife, a loving
Miss Olive Orindell has given up her
daughter and slater, a kind neighbor end work in Brockton, Mssb., and has rehe
missed.
will
She
she
greatly
friend,
turned borne to accept a position clerking
leaves a husband—George E. Tilton, of in tbe store of 8. B. Condon.
an
mother—Mrs.
G.
A.
aged
Manchester,
Miss
Margaret Snow is teaching in
Grindle, of Baooldin, a Bister —Mra.
Misses Eleanor Snow and
Hampden.
ol
North
and
a
Sedgwick,
George Allen,
Lyda Perkins are teaching in town. The
brother -Harold A. Grindle, of Melrose,
Cove school began Monday, Sept. U, Mrs.
Mass.
Springer, of Franklin, teacher.
Use Femme.
Sept. IS.
Tbe following young people are attending school away from home: Thomas
NORTH CAST1NE.
Gruidle, Colby, ’12; Ethel Gray, EJ. of M.,
Miss Lila Hambar is home from Seal '15; WadeOrindle, Bates, ’ll; Guy Con:H«rbor.
O. 8. A.
don, C. C-1., ’12; Fred
Mrs. E. L. Slifip has resumed her school ’14.
-Tftavn.
work in Patten.
Sept-18.
Mrs. Gray, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is visits
WEST BRUOKLIX.
ing Mrs. J. E. Blodgett.
Am .examination will be held at iHavao,
Mrs. Frances Dyer has closed the WeeSaturday, Sept. 30, to All a contemplated
cot t house and ^one to Boston.
vacancy in tbe position art postmaster at
William Bridges and wife, of Penobscot, West .Brooklin. Application forme and
at
Edwin
ire visiting
Ordway's.
tall salormetion concerning the rapuirehome had

Miss Abbie Collins, ot Portland, la visiting her sitter, Mrs. James Norton.
Lucius Wright and wife, who have spent
two weeks here, left tor their home In
Marion Hill, of Buoksport, was the
Everett, Mass., Monday.
gnest of Miss Hattie Parker Wednesday.
Miss Susie Norton left Friday for West
Miss Olive Farnham is at home, after
Bockport, to teach. This is her first term,
spending the summer in the employ of and all wish her snocess.
Dr. Gaylord.
Samuel Hooper and daughter, who have
Fred Forsyth left Saturday for his home been in Castine
the past few weeks, left
in Everett, Mass., after a visit of two
for a short stay in Bangor on Monday.
EAST OHLAND.

Min Amy Partridge, who haa been ill
two weeks, is oat again.

weeks

fl^rrtffnm'ntg,

Merrill, left Monday tor a few weeks’ visit
In Boston.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Abbie G. Graves, of

Hancock,
Hancock county, Maine, by her
WHEREAS,
of
gage deed dated the twenty-eighth
mort-

day
August, 1906. and recorded in the Hancock
registry of deeds in vol. 436, page 553, conveyed tfc me, the undersigned, a certain par-

col of land situated in said Haucocx and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on tbe south by the Black lot, socalled; on the east by the Heath lot, socalled; on tbe north by tbe Means McFarland
lot, so-called, now in occupation of Alfred
land formerly
Tracy and on the west
owned by James Brown, Excepting the lot
heretofore to R. A. Heath and containing
more
or
acres,
forty-six
less, together with
tbe buildings thereon. It being the Jacob
Curtis homestead lot aud the same described
as conveyed in deed of Geo. A. Phillips to
me, tbe said Abbie G. Graves, dated June 29, a.
d. 1897, and recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds in book 315, page 3. to which'reference is hereby made.
Also another lot situated in said Hancock
and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on the east by the road leading
from the county road -near the late James
Brown homestead lot to James H. McFarland
homestead lot; on the south bv land of
George Young; on the west by land of Jamea
Monroe McFarland and on the north by the
county road leading from Hancock to Ellsworth and containing eleven acres, more or
lees, together with the buildings thereon and
being the same premises described as conveyed in deed of Izetta S. Uraun, dated May
18, a. d. 1887 and recorded in said Hancock
county registry of deeds in book 813, page 179;
and
Whereas, the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach ot
the condition thereof I olaim a foreclosure ot
said mortgage.
Chablm H. Woostek.
By Peters £ Know 1 ton,
** attorneys*

bjr

Ellsworth, Maine, Sept. 11,19IL

Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
Ella worth, in and for said county Aif Hancock,
on the fifth day of September, ® the
year
of oar Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven.
CERTAIN iristrument purporting to bo
a copy of the last will and testament of
ELIZA ORDWAY, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of

A

Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for
said county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
probate court of our said county of Hancock,
and for the appointment of a trustee to sucour

ceed a former trustee now deceased.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by
publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at
in
said county of Hanprinted
Ellsworth,
cock, prior to the third day of October,
a. d. 1911, that they may appear at a
probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Hjftisteav

Subscribe for The American."

ROYAL
I
POWDER

BAKING
Absoluie/y Puro

g

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream ofTartar
:

WO ALUM, WO LIM1 PHOSPHATE

Armand
Hebron.

Joy is

attending school at

Joseph Simpson, of Newton, Maas., is in
town.

D. T. Timayanis returned Sunday night,
Boston.

to

Mrs. Rae Ashe iremployed as clerk in
the postofBce.

Edgar White and wife have returned to
Massachusetts.
Mrs. L. M. Osgood has returned to West
Newton, Mass.

|

Smith is a guest of Mrs. James
Hill, West Qouldsboro.
Roy Osborne and wife have returned to
their home in Massachusetts.
Helen

proceeds of which will be given to help
Dwight Braman will doe* Manor house
build or repair a bnilding suitable for a
for the season this week.
library and a place of entertainment, as
Ruth Allen has resumed her studies at
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
there is now no public building here.
Tbakp.
Farmington normal school.
The Clifton house hu cios^l.
Sept. 18.
Dr. Henry Hawkins and wife, of doeton,
Mies Alice Pearson is employed at V. R.
BEOOKSVILLE.
are guests of Mrs. Moses Hawkins.
Smith A Co’s.
0. N. Fowleruof Surry, visited his son,
Mrs. Harry Moody and children reThe Baptist Sunday school will hold its
L. O. Fowler, over Sunday.
turned to Newburyport, Maas., Monday.
annual picnic soon.
Misses Hattie Orcutt and Edna York
Miss Olga F. Peterson, of Providence, R.
Miss Winifred Sargent has entered the
are attending normal school at Chstine.
I., was a recent guest of Miss Edith Joy.
Beal school of shorthand at Bangor.
James Koper, who is employed on a tug
Mrs. George Emery and daughter
Gordon H* Graves and Miss Virginia
at New London, Conn., is at home on a
Katherine have returned to Cambridge,
Graves left for New York Saturday.
visit.
Mass.
The tennis clnb house closed Saturday.
Mell Green, of South Brookaville, and
Rev. C. E. Cook and wife have the
H. T. Moore, has returned
The

COUNTY NEWS.

to

manager,
Boston.

William Chatto

are

around

with the

thrashing machine.
Miss Ethel Wilson, who has been visitCongratulations are extended to Eugene
ing Mrs. Nathan Fennelly, returned to her Sanborn and wife on the arrival of a son
home in Boston Friday.
Sept. 13-Levi Devereux.
Miss Lucile A. Wood, who b08 had
Mrs. Bentley G. Grindle and baby
the
of
the
during
swimming pool
charge
Louise have gone to Bangor to visit with
Boston
to
returned
Saturday.
season,
their aunt, Mrs. Calvin Turner.
Miss Mildred Wooster, who has been
L. O. Fowler, who haa been employed in
employed at the tennis club during the
Bluehill, has returned home, and is cutbummer, has gone away for the winter. (
ting stone for the Brooksville Granite Co.
K. F. Lurvey and D. J. Hall attended
and children have
executive meeting of the Mt. Desert
local nnion at Southwest Harbor Tuesday.

the

Ernest Hall, who is

a

member of the

sophomore class at the University
Maine, left for Orono Friday.

of

Mrs. A. L. Manchester, who accompanied her daughter, Mias Rachel Manchester, to Notym, Maas,, last week, will
be away lor one week.
Mrs.

Anson W. Hard has presented
volumes ol fiction to the Neighborhood house. Eleven other volumes
have been donated recently.
seventeen

Oilman high school began Monday, in
charge ol Mr. Lord, Bates ’ll, and Miss
Murphy. The primary, intermediate and
grammar schools will begin next Monday.
J. X. Z.
Sept. IS.
_

SOUTH SURRY.

Lyman Curtis, who has been employed
on the schooner Lulu W. Eppes, is home
lor a lew days.
The heavy trost last week spoiled the
greater part ol the cranberries and injured

growing crops generally.
Among arrivals this week were Mrs.
Flora Treworgy, lrom Ellsworth and Howard Cunningham, lrom Northeast Harthe

bor.

Mrs. Lester Wescott
arrived home from Somerville, Mass.,
where they have been on a short visit
with their parents, E. U. Douglass and
wife.

_

hauled

up at Foss

_

gatottotmottfc

/

TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING
THE BASIS OF SUCCESS.
Since the Ingredients Entering Penns
An Known, Its Power as a Catarrh
Bemedy and Tonic is
Understood.
C0LUMBU8, OHIO.—The so
five Ingredients entering the most
i popular household remedy in the

|

world have been made known to

the public. This means anew era
1 in the advertising of popular fam| ily medicines— Peruna leads.
Parana contains among other
things, golden seal, powerful in its
effect uppn the mucous membranes. ‘Cedron seed, a rare
: medicine end unsurpassed tonic.
|1 Cubebs, valuable in nasal catarrh
and affeytieap of the kidneys end
bladder. Bteaa root, wdusblefor
the nerves, mucous memlarpnos
as well as la dropsy and Indi-

gestion.
.

?

stmek TinMi Mud.
Thom

psopla

who suffer with the dis-

tmdBg BTHijtmi* attending chronic
dyspepsia wtU ho interested to toad tho
following voluntary teetlmouSsi;—
‘•I have kept tha X* T. Atwood s
Utters in tho hons* for ever twenty
benefit
years and have received great

from them. It does teem as though I
could not keep house without them. Ia
the past I have'had a vary bad stooiach
trouble, aad could hardly do ay work.
Aftartaklng a few boSm of the true
Ik F. Atwood’s Medtctae, -I became
much bettor. My nleeu has Mao boon
greatly bonefftted by thorn. dTo both
are willing to recommend tha medicine
to all who need a* remedy for dyspepeia
Mrs. C. a. Dunning,
aad constipation.’
B. P. D. Wo. A Worth HarpswuU, Mo.
dot a 36 cent botOe todsy, or write
tor a fro# sample. Ik T. Medicine Oo,

Portland. Me.

MANSET.
Clark Hopkins left to-day for Sailors’
Snug Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y., for the
winter.

_

the first boat to be

The snmmer people are nearly all gone.
Those leaving last week were Dr. Edward
Briggs and lamily and Dr. Charles Briggs
and lamily, for Lexington
.ass., and
Mrs. William P. Stewart, for New York.
Mrs. Stewart haB been at Heawillows, formerly her summer| home, for the past
month selling her ^household goods, the

H.

Congratulations are extended to MiliYoung, of this place, and Archie
Hutchinson, of South Brooltsville, on their college.
Mrs. Grace Harrison, of MedBeld, Mass.,
marriage which took place at South
Brooksville Sept. 15.
with son Stanley, is visiting at Mattie I.
A.
Dolliver’s.
Sept. 18.
Miss June Bright, who has spent her
HANCOCK
vacation at Mrs. Julia Parker’a, left tor
O. B. PettengiU and wife are visiting her home in
Bangor Saturday.
friends In Waltham.
Schools began Monday. The grammar
Wilken
and
of
John
wife,
Vinalhaven, is tsught by Roderick 8tanley, ol Cranwere recent guests of friends here.
berry Isles, and the primary by Miss
James Wort hen and wife, who have been Welch, ol Brooklin.
guests of O. W. Foas and wife, returned
Thomas Robinson, keeper ol Nash
last week to their home in Melrose, Mass. Island
light, with wile and son Francis,
Ellinee council has resumed its weekly is at Robert Sparling’s. Mrs. Robinson
The
meetings after the summer vacation.
will remain through the tail while her son
entertainment committee is arranging attends school.
pleasing programs for the meetings.
A. B. C.
Sept. 19.
Frederick Johnson, Horace Stratton,
ORLAND.
Lillian Scammon and Carolyn Crabtree
The summer visitors have about all lett
went last week to Charleston, where they
and soon Orland will present a gloomy and
will attend Higgins classical institute.
deserted appearance. Many houses here
Cspt. A. 1. Foss came from Bar Harbor will be closed lor the winter.
Monday in the,yacht HI Placita. This is
cent

are

South Brooksville.

his studies this fall at the Boston dental

Isabel Dolliver, a graduate of the E. M.
C. seminary, "06, left to-day to enter Bates

unusually good. From one- Bros.’ boat-house this season. More will
third acre ol land, Fred and Clifford Cogcome later.
gins have dug seventy-eight bushels ol
The ladies’ aid society will meet with its
fine ones.
president, Mrs. Lula Crabtree, Thursday,
ol
a
former
resiE,
L.
Kimball,
Boston,
Sept. 21, for an all-day session. There is
dent ol Surry, recently presented the li- business to come before the
meeting, and
is
with
eighteen volumes. The gilt
brary
members are urged to be present.
much appreciated,
C.
Sept. 19.
Mrs. Hopkins, ol Orland, is keeping
house for F. H. Harden, Mrs. Clara ConSOUTH HANCOCK.
don, who has been his housekeeper since
S. H. Mitchell is lobstering in Skillings
spring, having returned to her home in river.
Potatoes

sympathy of the community in the loss of
their infant daughter Hard.
Miss Lily Braman, who has been a guest
of her brother, Dwight Bremen, at Manor
house, left for Bbston Monday.
Harry Patten is home from Bar Harbor,
where he has been employed at the Kebo
Valley club this summer. He will resume
college.
Sept. IS.

Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins left for Chicago

Friday.
Mrs. C. R. Banker and Carroll Bunker
left for Somerville, Mass., to-day.

Friends ol Rev. A. J. Porslell and wile
pleased to learn that Mr. Porslell has
accepted a call from the Orono Universalist
church, and has already entered upon his
are

duties

as

pastor.

Hall’s orchestra will lurnish music lor
the Orland lair, Sept. 27, playing lor a
concert in the alternoon trom 8 to 5
o'clock in the exhibit ball, and lor the
ball in the evening.

Gladys A. Dow, Minnie E. Jordan, Ella
A. Facteaux and C. Valentine Soper
have entered the normal school at Castine.
Olive M. Hutchins and Edith F. Cotton
have entered the seminary at Bucksport.
D.
Sept. 18.
_

NORTH BROOKS VILLE.

Mrs. Eunice Gould, of Ellsworth, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hiram Merchant.
'Mrs. J. T. Maxwell has sold the Jere-

Hattie Saunders is teaching at Naakeag.
Hannah Per kiss is visiting her son,
Bentley Grindle, at Brooksville.

Wooster homestead to Boston par-

ties.

Loring Young, Robert Lord and Frances
Dow will enter Coburn this lall.

Mrs. D. W. Kelley is at Stave Island
cooking tor Ira Colwell and George Mer-

visiting

mish

That Puzzles the Shrewd*
eat Weather Sharpe.
Conntleee generations of seafaring men
bare pondered much and sworn deeply
over this question, and still it is unanswered. Folks ashore as well as afloat
know that fogs exist, but no one knows
of any good purpbae they serve.
In a general way the cause of fogs is explainable, but no one has ever devised a
scheme for circumventing them or in any
The
manner getting the better of them.
man who can inveut a plan for dissipating
fogs or making navigation in them safe
has awliting him e fortune compared
with which the riches of John D. Rockefeller would look like carfare.
Sailors, who are all pretty good meteorologists, know (hat fogs are caused by
strong contrasts between the temperature
of the water and of the atmosphere, but
not even the oldest and moat experienced
shellback can tell at what time a fog is
going to appear, nor how long it will last.
Neither can he tell how deep or how
thick the fog is going to be.
The sea-going fogs we know around
here sometimes—quite commonly, in tactile in banks, Just like clouds, and sometimes they are not as high as the mastheads of a ship, and again they extend upward to unknown heights.

Question

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

,

WHAT 18 A FOG?

COUNTY NEWS.

StfafttiMquitta.

Mrs. Judith Staples, ol Penobscot, is
her dnugt ter, Mrs. R. G. Steele.

u

_

_

TBENTON.

both he and his wife
safer keenly the untimely taking away.
The pall-bearers at the funeral were four
little girls dressed in white which made
the service impressive. The floral offerings were quite protuee, and seamed to affect tbs bereaved parents very much as an
*** VO|la>lv °* tlM P*°Pl*

given every care, and

thTparUh*

BAY8IDE.

style.
Equisite lustre of the famous
L. &

week-end in
Shady Nook is deserted on os mare. The
last cottagers left for their boms In WashChsrryfMd.
School began indistrict No. 8 Sept. 12; ington, D. C., last Friday. Pleasant Beach
is also without cottagers, Arthur Shuts
Miss Hufls teacher.
and family being the last to Isa vs.
Mrs. Mark Inland spent part of last
B.
Sept. 18.
wsek with relatives In Ellaworth.
The Misses Young, who have spent the
at Hancock Point, are home.

Herbert Moore and Henry Golpitts, of
Ellsworth, threshed 738 bushels of oats for
George Stafford last wsek.
Mat.
Sept. 18.

EAST SUBBY.
Mrs. J. A. Chatto leaves to-day for Portland to enter a hospital for a minor surgical operation. She will be accompanied
by Mrs. C. C. Fullerton, of Ellsworth.
Bnc.
Sept. 30.

in

varying proportions
height ot crown *nd width

of brim, so that a perfect
and stylish fit is assured
you.

SOFT HATS
In the popular velour or velvety effects, smooth, grey
Smart
ana brown felts.

styles for the young man,
dignified shapes for the
business

man.

the Fall and Winter
styles in the famous
L. & H. hits for men is
you

respectfully asked.

BELIiBLE GLO. GO.
Ellsworth.
OLD MAINE LOCOMOTIVES.
Some of the Famous Wood-Burners
of Fifty Years Ago.
—

[From the Boston Qlobe.J

stalled.
It is doubtful if in any branch of railroading there has been greater improvements than in locomotive construction.
As one looks at tbe giant masses of steel

to-day,

one can

scarcely comprehend

how

little wood- burners of othbr days ever
handled the business of our railroads.
The earliest locomotives were named as
well as numbered, and there was a great
protest, especially among railroad men,
when names were discarded.
The “Livermore" No. 2 of the Androscoggin railroad, later No. 13 of the Maine
Central, was bnilt in 1851 by the Amoskesg
manufacturing company, Manchester, N.
H.
Her cylinders were
13x20, and
drivers five feet. Bhe and her mate,
the “Leads,” were vsstly different in design from present-day engines. Her steam
dome up forwards, two blowoD pipes,
curved iron running board, etc., were .all
of the style of the ’50’s. With her brass
domes and
boilder bands, sunflower
stack, red driving wheels and fancy paintthe

ing,

she

was a

very

showy engine.

Uany anecdotes are told of “Old Sam'*
Carter, one of the first engineers on the
Kennebec A Portland railroad.

He

was

jogging slowly along with a light freight
train, in a blinding snow etorm, running
one
was

of the wood-burners. Charlie Evans
fireman. "Iwasinthe night and

his

almost

impossible

to

see

landmarks

even.

All of a sudden, aa frequently happened
in those days, the engine went off the iron
and rolled into the ditch, tipping partly
over.
The engine crew waa thrown about,
but the train crew quickly gathered and
counted noses. All were on deck except
“Old Sam.”
There was a hasty search by the aid of
lanterns, but he could not be located.
Then they began to pile over the wood,
which had been spilled all over the snow
from the tender. They soon discovered
“Old 9am” under the tangle, and they received a great shock as they dug him out.
He was apparently covered with blood.
Tenderly they removed him, and found by
the dim lantern light that what they supposed to be blood was a red flag which had
been in the tender box. It bad fallen
over him.
He was not badly injured. He
also, at a later date, with the same dreman,
was
carried into the Kennebec river
above Richmond with the, old engine
: named “Brunswick”.
I The flat-roofed passenger cars, which
link
w ith
in those days were coupled

For about twenty-five years she hauled and pin, were heated by a wood stove in
freight and passenger trains on tbe Farm- each end of the car, illuminated by a few
ington and Brunswick run, and many are oil lamps and equipped with band brakes.
the anecdotes tpld of some of her remark- It was a hazard to pass from one car to
able tripe.
Engineer James Farnham another when in motion, because of the
handled her for years on passenger in the drawbars, with link and pin coupling,
’60s. In the 70s the late Payson Tucker as the platforms were so far apart.
In starting, aa the slack was taken up
had her fixed up to haul his private car,
and about 1880 she was sold to the Katah- each car would receive a jerk, which was
din Iron Works railway and later broken repeated in stopping as the cars bunched
together unless care waa exercised to see
up for old iron.
Other old-time Androscoggin engines that tne Drake on tne rear car war
fore the others to%old the slack. Rails
were the “Dr. Qeroelon,” “Oliver Moses,”
far
“Lyman
Nichols,”
“Farmington,” were short. Joints uneven and tbe road
“Bates,” “David Fatten” and “Lewiston,” from smooth. In winter those sitting in
all ol which were broken up many years the centre of the car woald not be com•gofortably warm and those near the ends
All np and down the Kennebec valley would be too warm. The lights were so
there was no locomotive more familiar to dim that it Was Impossible to read.
the residents of that section tbaa the old
Following are tbe names of tbe old Ken“J. D. Lang,” which for many years nebec engines which were so fsmiliar to
hauled passenger trains over (he old Ken- the older residents of Maine: "Beth,”
nebec A Portland railroad (later Portland “Brunswick,” “State of Maine,” "PatA
“Richmond,” “Reue*
by the former com- ten,”
«■

pany between Bkowbegan and Portland.
The locomotive waa built by the Amoskeag manufacturing company also, and
waa resplendent In much brass work and

Thursday.
Journeys forward

Every sin
fully
equipped with instruments for its own
punishment.
Friday.
fancy painting.

“Aagaeta,”
WUUama,” (the old flyae) “Gardiner,1

“H.iin—ii

»

“Portland,” “J. D.

lang,”

“Topaham,” “Kennebec,” “R. !>• RiM>”
“D. Alden,” “Farmiugdale,” “G. F. Bhaplaigh” and »H. N. Jam.”
bat
On aooount of soma of her early
AU have long since been broken up,
“pranks,” she waa heartily disliked by they are remembered by the old railroadsome of the engineers, who were afraid to ers, who often refer to them.
ran her. She waa an extremely fast engine, and her regular engineers liked her,
On File.
as she was capable of making good on the
If an unkind word appears,
trains
of
those
File
the
thing away.
The
light
old vetday*.
If some novelty in Jeers,
eran, Bam Carter, ran her tor year*. The
File the thing sway.
“nigger” boy on her pilot was engineer
If some clever little bit
Carter’s private property. He usually had
Of e sharp end pointed wit.
it decorated in red and white-striped
Carrying a sting with it—
bins
trousers,
opat and with brass butFils ths thing away.
tons. In the summer he ran ths “Lang,”
If sons bit of gossip come,
and in the winter the “Patten,” a ooelFile the thing away.
bunier. Whenever he changed engines
Scandalously spicy erumb.
File ths thing sway.
his “nigger” went with him.
If suspicion comes to you
The “Lang” was on* of the prettiest
true
That your neighbor isn't
wood-burners on an> Maine road, and the
Let me tell you whet to dovarious crews who ran bar book delight in
Flle the thing sway .'
keeping her brass work bright. Whan
Do this lor a little while,
fileshe got too light for main lins traffic the
Then go out and burn the
Bans''
was put on ths Farmington branch in
-John Kondrick

“Be can do man for others who has
done most tor himself. Mastery of circumstances comes only through moatary
of nit."

As the the bird’s restlessness dedans
him native to the Helds and sky, so man’s
impatience with the limitations of his
knowledge dedans him native to the infinite inheritance of expansive reason.
-John W. Chadwick.

Monday.
To be truly happy is a question of how
we begin, and not of how we end; of what
we
want, and not of what we have.
—Stevenson.

Tuesday.
A Christian making money fast is just a
man in a cloud of dust; it will fill his eyes
if he be not careful.- 0. B. Spurgeon.
•

charge of that old veteran engineer, the
late Everett Foster, whose reputation for
faat running was well known. She served
him long and faithfully, and in 1886 w as
fold to the Portland company and broken
up.

The advancement in railroading made
In this country in the last quarter of a
century is one of tbe wonders of the sge.
Steel rails have taken tbe place of iron
rails, steel bridges have replaced wooden
structures, air brakes have been substituted for the old band brake, block signals
and other safety devices have been in-

Kennebec, operated

A Thought lor Every Day.

4

The courtesy of showing

_

summer

come

as to

Mrs. F. A. Look, of Ellsworth, is visiting relatives here.
Saturday.
"Many a tima tbs slip that comes twixt
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.’s Beyslde mill
started up hut Tuesday, after being shut tbs cup and the lip it a good thing to
down for about ten days for want of to happen.”
Sunday.
water.

Hiram Grant spent the

H. Fur-felt

L. & H. Derbies

is

frequently the cue that on a
groping her way through a fog,
the lookouts on the forward deck and on
the bridge or in the pilothouse will be unable to see the stem of the vessel, while a
man posted in the crows nest at the foremasthead can see tor miles around over
the tip of the fog bank, but cannot see the
deck of the ship which is under his feet.
It is not uncommon for the lookout
posted aloft to make out the masts of another vessel at some distance, while he is
entirely unable to seo any other portion of
the other craft.
Again, it is a common experience of men
who go to see that regardless of the height
of fog banka encountered they are likely
to be found in sharply defined, detached
banks.
Col. J. W. Smith, the government’s
district forecaster and allround meteorological expert, doesn’t do much deep-sea
predicting, but he knows all about what
causes fogs, and he
says it is sharp contrasts between the atmosphere and the
water of the ocean. Fogs of any great
density or long duration such u we have
recently been experiencing are not only
unusual here at this season of the year,
but are decidedly untimely.
Professor Smith says that the regular
open season on fogs along the New England coast is in January and again in the
late Spring and early summer, say about
Hay and June.
Further to the north and east they have
fogs pretty much all the year around, and
that is especially true off the Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland coasts and on the
Li rand banks. Conditions which cause
fogs up there are substantially the same
conditions which cause them around here.
Along the Newfoundland coast and on the
banks, there is always ice, and icebergs
■re
drifting about up there even now.
i'he hot atmosphere of these latitudes
drifting off to the northward and eastward comes in contact with the icebergs
»nd field ice and the fog, which is a sort
of refrigerated steam, results.
The recent extensive visitation of fog
which caused so much damage and trouble
■long the New England coast* was caused,
Col. Smith says, by a high barometric
pressure northeast of us, about off the
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland coasts.
After our record-breaking spell of hot
weather and with lack of rain, the superheated air was attracted to the northeast
■nd when it came in contact with the icefloes and ioebergs, tl»re it resulted in the
conformation of a tremendous tog, covering an immense area,which came back and
enveloped all this section in its clammy
1
fold.
The New England coast, particularly
the eastermost reaches of it, and the
coasts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
are especially subject to fogs not alone because of the hot atmosphere which happily gets away from us in the New England belt and goes off to the northeast to
mix up with the ice-cold air of the higher
altitudes, but because the gulf steam, with
its headed water, which trends northward
and sweeps off in the eastward when it encounters the Arctic current, stir up fogs
and we get the benefit around here of the

j

Clean cut up-to-the-minute

steamer

chant, who are lobstering.
Mrs. John Howard has returned trom
Hervey Scammon was at Mariaville with Hart land, where she has been visiting
his gasolene engine last week, cutting relatives.
ensilage for Dr. Morrison and others.
Inez Conner, Clara Snow and Myrtle
W.
Sept. 18.
Ne veils are home from Brooklin, where
they have been employed the past season.
HANCOCK POINT.
Bernice and Anna Perkins, of Carnville, mixup.
The Lashers have closed their cottage
In the logs of May and June somewhat
week with relatives here. Miss
and left by automobile for their home in spent last
similar conditions prevan when the temAnna left Monday for Orono to attend the
*
N.
Y.
Tuesday.
Baugerties,
perature hereabouts runs up to summer
U. of M.
The Maxwell cottage was closed Tuesheights, as was the case last May and
19.
C.
Sept.
day for the; season. Mrs. Maxwell and
June, and as has been the case, for a few
sons William and James left Sunday, and
WEST SULLIVAN.
days at a time, in previous Mays and
Junes in recent years.
on Tuesday Mr. Maxwell started for BauThe funeral of the infant ohild of Bev.
in those months there is no
Of
gerties, N. Y., by auto, taking with him C. E. Coeds and wife was hold at the par- snowcourse,
or ioe on the ground, but the water
his son John, Earl Haley, Mias May Elting sonage in West Sullivan last Friday at or the ocean, which warms up slowly, is
still very cold and the hot atmosphere
and Prof, and Mrs. Crosby, of Philadel- 10.30 a. m. The services were in
charge of coming
in contact with it rapidly develops
phia.
Bev. E. D. Kiser, of Ellsworth, who spoke
heavy logs, which hang on until there has“
SPkC.
Sept. 20.
the sympathy ot the parishioners and the been a readjustment and the temperature
ministerial brethren of Mr. and Mrs. Cook of the water and the air are more nearly
BAB HARBOR.
Thbn the fog disappeare and
in their sad leas. Mr. Cook has sacrificed equal.
can go on Its way with soma deAnother magnificent gift to Bar Har- much in order that the child might be shipping
gree of certainty qnd assurance.
bor from one of its summer residents is
announced. Mrs. John 8. Kennedy, at
New York, will build a fE0,«0 brick
Young Women’s Christian association
building on the site of the present building on Mount Desert street, near the
library building presented this year by
Mrs. Morrlsf K. Jesup. Plans for the new
building are now being drawn. The
building will contain rooms for general
purposes, a lecture-room and eighteen to
twenty sleeping-rooms. It will be modern
In every way, and the work of the association will be greatly facilitated by it.
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